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Foreword 	 

Last year we expressed the hope that the first year of the New Millennium would be kinder to 
daffodil growers than the last year of the 20'h century had been. We got our wish, and the year 2000 
will be remembered as one of our most pleasant and enjoyable daffodil seasons ever. The tone was set 
in January with the gratifying, if surprising, news of recognition in the Queen's New Year's Honours 
List and later the Royal Horticultural Society's award of the Reginald Cory Cup for work in plant 
hybridising. We are pleased that our daffodil breeding work received such recognition. 

In March we set off early for the World Convention in Portland, Oregon. We joined friends a few 
hundred miles south in California and 'daffodil talked' the road North as we visited the Northern 
California daffodil shows at the famous Ironstone Winery in Murphys and further north at Fortuna. 
Best Bloom awards at these shows were 'Solar Tan' and 'Surrey' respectively — nice to see Northern 
Ireland flowers doing well on the West Coast. These shows together with visits to growers Jerry and 
Nancy Wilson, Richard and Jane Hunt, Norman and Lori Thompson and Walter and Elizabeth Blom 
were most enjoyable. Warm welcomes abounded and we had an opportunity to see how they grow 
their daffodils, to enjoy their company and that of fellow visitors, to study the local flora and fauna at 
leisure and to talk more 'daffodils'! What an appetizer for the magnificent World Convention! 

At home we had many pleasant sunny days amongst our daffodils and enjoyed one of our best 
seasons ever at the shows. Particularly pleasing was to win a sort of 'hat-trick' of the most coveted 
awards in London - the Engleheart Cup at the main show, the John Lea Trophy at the late show, (both 
for 12 varieties bred and raised by the exhibitor) and the Devonshire Trophy for 12 distinct varieties. 
At both shows we also managed to retain the medals for highest points in the Single Bloom classes. 
Particularly pleasing was that one of our flowers 'Tropical Heat' won the Best Bloom Award at both 
shows — something only previously achieved by 'Canisp' in 1983. We congratulate the 
grower/exhibitors of the winning flowers — Eddie Jarman and David Matthews. 

The turn of the new century may also spell a turn in the fortune of the much maligned 'split-
corolla' daffodils which are improving so rapidly that we felt comfortable to exhibit specimens in two 
of our '12 Bloom' entries this year — the Lea Trophy in London and the Championship of Ireland in 
Belfast. (See Show results in the back pages). 

This was the transitional year of our change over to a 'One Year Down' system of cultivation and 
the results were very promising with fly damage almost non-existent and much less evidence of 
fungus troubles. The bulbs were bigger, more shapely and easier to dry and clean — and pleasingly 
resulted in many complimentary comments from customers. We trust the trend continues. 

The unusually dry summer and autumn allowed harvesting, dispatching and planting to progress 
uninterrupted from July right into September and we finished planting by the middle of the month. We 
are so thankful for this early finish because the weather then turned uncommonly wet and we could but 
sympathize with those in England and elsewhere who struggled to get their bulbs planted. Our thanks 
are due to a most reliable team of student helpers plus a volunteer (Colin Reed) from New Zealand, 
(the second year in succession we've had such welcome help!). 

We hope you will again like our range of New Introductions — this time with a selection of Pink 
Split Corona daffodils — not all of perfect exhibition quality as these flowers are still in a development 
stage — but we find they are the ones which get 'Wow' attention from visitors who have not been 
indoctrinated in the exhibition code. 

Our sincere thanks, yet again, to all who have supported us so loyally over the years. We trust 
you will have continued success with our bulbs and we will strive to maintain your confidence. 

Our Best wishes for a wonderful growing and showing season in 2001. We look forward to 
meeting many of your again 'on the circuit'. 

17' 	 ID‘"x'cPjr 

,012'4jr 
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Daffodils and Tulips 2001 - 2002 
This Annual RHS publication contains authoritative articles on developments and all 
aspects of daffodil and tulip culture. It also includes news and show details from around 
rho world, wherever daffodils and tulips are grown. The flowers spotlighted this year arc 
I host' in Division 8 - both the hybrids and the species in Division 13 (Section Tazetta) from 
which they arc derived. 

Ilnlionced by full colour piclures this publication has a tradition going back to 1913 and 
Wla rrl tuntlIrlid it .1ti 	 1or everyone who loves daffodils and tulips. 

To 	copy Send 0 1.001$17.00 (includes postage) with your bulb order. See Order 
form. 

DAFFODIL SOCIETIES 
We heartily commend membership of the following Societies — their 
publications are well worth the subscription — even if you live far away! 
The Daffodil Society — Mrs Jackie Petherbridge, "The Meadows", P _14ton, Mr. Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset, 

BS24 6TF 	 E-mail - tuniandjackiepetherhricigecompuscrte.coc, 

The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group — Richard McCaw, 77 Bellegowan Rd • , Hillsborough, Co. Down, 
N. Ireland BT26 6EQ 	 E-mail - Richard@glendura.freeserve 

The American Daffodil Society Naomi Liggcrt, 4126 Winfield Rd, Columbus, Ohio OH 45220 4606, U.S.A.• 
 E-mail NliggetteLcompuserve.com  

Brian Duncan Daffodils 
wishes to acknowledge with thanks: 

I. The R.H.S. for permission to re-produce Classification outline sketches, 
2. Those who have kindly supplied photographs in this catillogm•. 

George Tarry — Photos of:- Tyrone Gold; Ladies Choice; Temple Clow!, 
Mary Lou Gripshover — Jake; Assertion; Cisticoia; Shcinguni.. Angelitn, A tleutmt, lioneyorange; 

Korora Bay, 
Tom Stettner — Little Karoo. 	 Kirby Fong 1,,i, 1, 	Its', i  i n 1 01. f ■ , t Trophy. 
Frank Parkinson Several unidentified. 	Photos 111.  Great Prawn I 	,seemed. 

Reg Nichol! — Eyrie 

New Introductions 2001 
Each daffodil name is followed by a number to indicate the approximate time 
of flowering, No. 1 being the earliest and No. 6 being the latest. The name of the 
raiser is shown in brackets, followed by the parentage and original Seedling 
Number . 
All Cultivars have been registered with The Royal Horticultural Society and 
the Classification and Colour Code is shown in the left margin. Underneath the 
classification is shown the approximate diameter of the flowers. 

2W-P 	AMAZING GRACE, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Naivasha x Tvrian Rose. [17421. This is a 
112mm 	very large super smooth show flower which is a nice amalgam of the best qualities of its 

distinctive parents. The pure white glistening ovate perianth segments are broad, flat and 
consistently free of nicks or mittens. The rich pink howl-shaped cup is nicely 
proportioned with attractively waved brim. An imposing flower to grace the back sow of 
any group. Tall, strong plant, excellent foliage, stem and pose. In Winning ADS 
Hybridisers Trophy, 1999. Winning '12' N1DG 1996. John Lea Trophy, London 2000. 
(Photo: Front Cover). Each £.60.00 / $90.00 

I laW-GPP ATRICILLA, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Lady Ann x Last Chance. [1716]. A bright, cheery and 
100mm 	neat flower with really pure white rather pointed broad-based triangular petals of 

'diamond dust' texture. The beautiful green eyed deep coral pink three-quarter length 
crown is neatly split resulting in a most attractive showy flower. Exceptionally free 
flowering, good plant. (Photo: p.39). 	 Each 05-00 / $22.50 

lY-P 	AZOCOR, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Rosegoldx Fidelity. [1720]. A consistent show flower 
102mm 	with a beautifully formed long expanded trumpet, toothed at the brim and which is a 

distinct deep shade of coral pink with lilac undertones. The smooth well formed 
triangular perianth is of an unusual shade of pale amber yellow. Easily qualifying as a 
trumpet it has 3-4mm to spare. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

3W-YYR BUSSELTON, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x (Cut Beag x Doctor Hugh). [1648]. 
100mm With an excellent pedigree this is perhaps the smoothest and best flower of this type we 

have raised. It has exceptionally broad rounded poeticus white petals of satin smooth 
texture and fine substance. The small cup has a hint of green in the eye, deepest golden 
yellow mid-zone and a fiery red clearly defined crinkled rim. Small stock. Good plant 
and stern. Best Seedling Omagh 1995. First Prize London 2000, In Winning John Lea 
Trophy 2000. (Photo: Back Cover). Each £40.00 I $60.00 

llaW-YWP CACATUA, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance [1621]. Another attractive 
98mm 	apple-blossom pink split corona daffodil with the interesting trait of producing three 

longer and three shorter coronal segments in regular formation which reflex against the 
pure white perianth segments which also tend to reflex slightly. Bright and showy, good 

Each 02110 / $18.00 

2Y-GYY , CREVENAGH, -4 (B. S. Duncan). Gettysburg x Boulder Bay. [1835]. The aim of this 
105mm e s was to raise Beautiful rimmed flowers which are scarce in Div. 2. However, I gladly 

settle for this beautifully smooth all yellow flower of distinct and lovely form rather 
reminiscent of 'Geometries' in its perfection and style. The very broad flat perianth 
segments are enhanced by distinct tips and the smallish slightly ban -el shaped goblet cup 
is mildly expanded and frilled at the rim. Excellent consistent show flower of largest size, 
strong robust plant, good stem and pose. In Winning John Lea Trophy 2000. (Photo: Back Cover). 

Each L50-00 / $75.00 

to the Beginners 
I..1,1ers now prefer to 

ibition Collection was 
I ach year we have 

permit the offer 
dc. 0.1,•,1 to withdraw 

Hilly VIM,' 



30-1N The Northern Ireland 
Daffodil Group 

TWICE-YEARLY NEWSLETTER 
Newsy, educational and amusing. Show 
reports, varied opinions on cultivation, 
hybridising, exhibition and varieties. 

SUBSCRIPTION 
SINGLE £ 7.50 (1 year) I £18.00 (3 years) 
Apply: 	$12.75 (1 year) $31.00 (3 years) 

Mr. Richard McCaw, 77 Ballygowan Road, 
Hillsborough, Co. Down BT26 6EQ. Tel. 01846 682920 
E-Mail Richard@glendun.freeserve 
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1W 	1.11EN 11E14 It 1', .1 e11 S I um, ,nib 	inn/en s Bright Flame. [1687]. This is a most 
/ 'Sooti  mom to and id tally huge Om% el l 101111,11 style with a flat broad milk white perianth and 

long slightly eNpitinleil \1111111, .11 (111111110 of bright coppery pink. Free flowering plant 
ideal for Show or for bleeding 1,1 pink 11111;11)os. Good stock. 

Each £15.00 / $22.50 

ELECTRUS, 3 (B. S. Duile;111 / ,/.h• Ann 	1.nt lsance. 118191. Striking for its 
amazing colour and impact this is a disliucl Ihrs ■■ •1 n nh three larger and three smaller 
coronal segments curving back about Vi length against the perianth in neat and perfect 
symmetry. This provides a wonderfully ruddy splash of colour somewhere between pink, 
orange, rich salmon and tomato. The major perianth segments are broad and flat, the 
minors narrower and less formal. Strong plant, free flowering. First Prize London 1998, 
1999: Only afew for sale. (Photo: p. 39). Each 125-00 / $37.50 

HARBOUR VIEW;)3 (B. S. Duncan). Gracious Lady x Cryptic. [1699]. Similar in 
ztyle.tcC_Cape Poinr but with greater substance and deeper colour this is an imposing and 
consistent exhibition flower. The broad flat and spreading pure white perianth segments 
provide a lovely double triangle background for the neat deep rose pink cup which is 

W ■ 11 . 1,11 at the brim. flood free flowering plant. In Winning '12' at 
■ ind licst Scedling NIM ( Photo: liacA ( ore; 1. 	Each 140-00 / $60.00 

LAURIN. 4 (11, S. Duncan), (Garden Nuns 	tide Crown) (Triple Croon .r 
liailhury Nino), 1 1 87 1 1, A wonderfully bright and happy little red rimmed gem of 
'Intermediate' Nite and perfect form. Numerous flowers measured between 70 and 75mm 
in diameter. We think II will make an impact in this increasingly popular size category. 
Rat Pri:e ltellitsi /999. (Photo: Mtek Corer). Very scarce. Each £20.00 / $30.00 

11nW 1'1'1 1  MALLEK, 3 (li. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance. [1837]. Another attractive 
/00nint 	split corona daffodil of pink colouring from the fertile pollen of 'Last Chance'. This one 

has a wide fairly flat white perianth and an attractive spreading deep pink evenly 
split corona with a large yellow eye zone. Free flowering strong plant. (Photo: p. 39). 

„„„„ 	 Each £12.00 /$18.00 

3W-P 	QUIET HERO, 4 - 5 (B. S. Duncan). (Pismo Beach x High Society) x Tyrian Rose. 
931tun J., We th' s most attractive and distinct medium sized flower has great potential 

for breeding Div. 3 pinks with solid cups. The smooth, flat and pure white perianth is 
narrower than we would wish but the cup is a lovely deep coral pink throughout (a rarity 
in Div. 3 pinks). Recorded measurements of Diameter/Perianth/Cup were 93-98/39-40/13 
respectively. Good plant. Tall upright stems and good pose. Only 5-7 bulbs for stile. 
(Photo: Back Cover). Each 14000 / $60.00 

4W-P 	ROXTON, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Holbeck x Claridges. [16761. A remarkable and 
104nutt 	distinct pink double with a predominance of symmetrical coronal parts of rich and bright 

peach-blossom pink backed by a wide pure white perianth of good quality. A nice show 
flower for late in the season. Very fertile as seed or pollen parent and proving to he a 
pro 	 Only a few for sale. (Photo: p.39). 	 Each 125.00 / $37.50 

6Y-Y 	SLIPSTREAM, 1n:3)B. S. Duncan). N.cyclamineus x Kings Ransom. 116101. A most 
65mm 	'''attractive   and..rela vely small deep golden flower of smooth texture with a full length 

only slightly expanded trumpet protruding from the well reflexed petals. Well 
proportioned robust plant, stems about 1(1 inches tall at maturity. 
(Photo:Inside Front Cover). 	 Each £25.00 / $37.50 

3Y-R 	SOLAR SYSTEM, 4 (B. S. Duncan). [(Richhin k Border ( ln(1) r Sun Magic) .v 
95mm 	Burning Bush. [1585]. The intensity of cup colour in this mosI Ntrnrtive medium sized show 

flower is the result of an excellent 'red' pedigree. A ['loom with I•:awfully rounded double 
triangular perianth of deep golden yellow and a small deep l•l! •lightly 11 illed goblet cup. ( iood 
stock. First Prize NIDG Late 1993. (Photo: Um I t'„err I Each 115-00 / $22.50 

THISTIN, 4 (B. S. Duncan). (Gracious Lady x (Infatuation x Gem of Antrim)) x 

Fidelity. [1722]. A large well formed show flower up to 120mm diameter which has the 
deepest colour in both perianth and trumpet of any 1 Y-P we have raised to date. The 
perianth is mid to deep yellow with a greenish cast and the trumpet is deep pink with buff 
undertones. Excellent for show, garden and for breeding. Each £20.00 / $30.00 

VANELLUS, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance. [1821]. Exceptionally 
free flowering and vigorous plant (50 flowers from 12 bulbs in second year). Good 
quality durable and well posed flowers with pure white slightly reflexing perianth. The 
yellow based corona of deep pink has salmon tints and is ruffled and split evenly with 
three segments forward and three lying back in symmetrical style. Makes very good 
bulbs. Each £20.00 / $30.00 

Special Offer - Pink Split Quartet 

ATRICILLA CACATUA MALLEE VANELLUS 
One each of above £44.00/$66.00 List Price £59.00/$88.50 

Three of each £120.00/$180.00 List Price £177.003265.50 

E-MAIL ORDERS  
PLEASE INCLUDE FULL POSTAL ADDRESS 

EUROCHEQUES  
SORRY NO LONGER ACCEPTABLE BY OUR BANK 

llaW-GPP 
98mm 

2W-P 
110mm 

4 

3Y -CYR 
inter. 

1 Y-P 
108mm 

IlaW-YPP 
103nun 
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New Introductions 2000 
3Y-0 	ARMIDALE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Triple Crown. [1589]. This very 
115mm 	smooth round flower with deep yellow flat ovate petals has a nicely balanced small saucer cup 

of deep orange with a darker eye. Good show flower, good stem and neck. First Prize Omagh 
1998. In Winning John Lea Trophy, London 1999. (Photo. Inside Front Cover). 

Each £20.00 / $30.00 

2W-P 	DANCING QUEEN, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Verran x Algarve. 11704]. A large flower of 
114mm 	beautiful double-triangle formation, with smooth broad flat pure white perianth segments 

of ideal show quality. The beautifully flared and frilled conical cup is a most attractive 
dawn pink shade with a paler rim. A robust plant with good stein and neck. 

Each £1 7.50 / $26.00 

I I aW •Y PP DRAMA QUEEN, 3 IB. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance. 11723]. A wide flat 
/Mum: and glistening white spreading perianth provides it lovely background for the regular and 

evenly split corona which has u symmetrical arrangement of three segments slightly 
hirward and three lying lint. Most attractively coloured, the inner zone is deep yellow and 
the outer zones are a rich apricot pink. Good For exhibition and the garden. First Prize 
London Mum. 1998. John Lea Trophy & Best Div. I1, 2000. (Photo: Inside Front Cover) 

Each £17.50 / $26.00 

2Y-R 	DUTCH DELIGHT, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Hero x Gold Convention. [1636]. Failing to 
100mm 	measure trumpet by a mere 1-2mm this is an exceptionally sun resistant and brilliantly 

coloured flower of trumpet character. The wide spreading perianth of deep golden yellow 
is well formed with a slight lilt (or reflex) at the tips. The long cylindrical crown, 

tf-  expanded and serrated at the rim is of deepest orange-red throughout its length. Long 
lasting and consistent flower of heavy substance ideal for garden and for impact in group 
exhibits. Very promising breeder for Red trumpets.(Plinto: Inside Front Cover) 

Each £20.00 / $30.00 

2W-WWP 
Intermediate 

FAIRY MAGIC, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). ((Gem of Ulster x Frag.Rose) x (Roseate Tern x 
Mentor)). [1802]. A perfectly smooth Intermediate sized flower of beautifully 
contrasted colouring. The nicely formed pure white spreading perianth is flat and 
symmetrical and in ideal proportion to the shallow bowl shaped cup which is also pure 
white except for the 4mm sharply defined band of cool lilac toned apple blossom pink. 
(Photo. Back Cover). Each £17.50 / $26.00 

I W-P 	HORNPIPE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Camden x Bright Flame. [1791]. This is a most 
103min 	attractive flower with a very bright warm pink dramatically flared trumpet with length to 

spare. Good smooth flat white perianth. Very useful for show, garden and has potential 
for breeding better trumpet pinks. Excellent plant. Good stock. 	Each £12.50 / $18.50 

2W-P 	INNER GLOW, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Clouds Rest x Frag.Rose. [15641. Pi i mat i Iv hard 
104mm 	for enhancing pink in the perianth this most attractive flower has excited ii ,,. 1,11ii It li ils 

own worthy qualities and for its potential for further development. 'I'lle I •1.11 I , ,• i \ , ,11, Ill 
and flat bowl cup is extra dark, violet red pink. As might he expected 1 .11 , 111 	.IIL il .1 i loss 
the smooth well formed pure white perianth picks up hints of pink as it ages, though not 
as intense as we would wish. Good show flower and has great.hreetling potential t it q 
Prize, 3x3 pinks, Belfast 1999. (Photo. Inside Front Corer). 	latch £3500 / $52.50 

1W-P 	KORORA BAY, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Dailmanach x Cryptic. [1749]. This is a beautifully 
102ntin 	formed large flower with very smooth broad and flat petals. The nicely proportioned flared 

and frilled trumpet is of a delightful shade of light apple blossom pink. A consistent flower 
✓ 	regularly rated 4 stars in seedling notes. Excellent bulbs and rapid increaser. Good stock. 

First Prize London Comp. 1998. Belfast 2000. (Photo: Back Cover). 
Each £25.01V$32.50 

I 1 aW-GPP LADY EVE, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Lady Ann x Last Chance. [1789]. We are proud to 
97mm name this flower in honour of Eve Robertson, a knowledgeable and gracious lady of the 

American Daffodil Society from South Carolina who admired this flower when three 
blooms won the 'Grant and Amy Mitsch Award' at the Pittsburgh Convention Show in 
1999. Even the most vociferous and ardent `Splitophobes' admitted this was a pretty 
flower with a smooth and regular pure white perianth of double triangular form and a 
most attractive and well-proportioned mildly ruffled split corona of deepest reddish pink. 
Only a few bulbs to offer. First Prize, Belfast 1997, (Photo: Inside Front Cover). 

Each £50.00 / $75.00 

2W-GPP 	LIBBY, 4 (B. S. Duncan). (Ken's Favourite x Frag.Rose)x High Society. [1562]. This 
98nun 	flower is named in commemoration of Libby Rushe, the beloved wife of a friend and 

daffodil enthusiast, who died in the Omagh bomb outrage of August 1998. An almost 
circular flower of different and distinct style with an attractively expanded bowl cup. The 
eye of the cup is deep green, merging to yellowish white followed by a predominant band 
of an unusual shade of deep rusty pink. A triple purpose flower - show, garden and 
breeding. Very good stock. In winning 3x3 Pinks, Omagh 1998. First Prize London 2000, 
Best Div. 2 Omagh 2000. Each £12.50 / $18.50 

1Y-0 	NEDERBURG, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Hero x King's Grove [1689]. A strong tall 
105mm 	stemmed yellow/orange trumpet of good size and form. The cylindrical trumpet, gently 

expanded and mildly rolled at the mouth, is of a distinct burnt orange which intensifies as 
the flower matures and has a circle of deeper orange where it joins the deep golden 
spreading perianth. Best Div.1 at the NIDG Early Show 1998. (Photo: Inside Front Cover)• 

Each £30.00 I $45.00 

2Y-P 	PINK PERRY, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Rosegold x Sandycove [1619]. On first opening 
100mm 	this seedling was given 5 *'s and described as "2P-P, pinkest perianth yet seen! - lovely 

form". Though the perianth does mature to a pinkish buff shade the cup retains a 
pleasant pure pink colour, no trace of salmon and enhanced by a green eye. Good show 
flower. Variously colour coded during trial - P-P; P-GPP; Y-GYP, Y-P depending on 
age or season. May be useful for breeding flowers with pink perianths. First Prize 
2Y-P, London 1993, 1995 & 1997. Each £30.00 / $45.00 

3Y-YYR 	POOKA, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Burning Bush. [1662]. Rather similar to 
108mm 	'Garden News' in form but with a clearly defined 5mm band of fairly sun resistant deep 

red on the rather flat deep golden saucer crown. A most attractive and bright flower for 
1,./ exhibition which also has distinct garden display qualities. Best Unreg. Sdg. Belfast 

1998, First Prize, Omagh 1999. John Lea Trophy 2000. Omagh '12' 2000. 
Each £20.00 / $30.00 

1W-Y 
	

QUEEN'S GUARD, 2 (B. S. Duncan). Ponies O.P. [1530]. Undoubtedly the best 
115mm 
	bi-colour trumpet we have raised. It is a large early flower of wonderfully consistent 

exhibition quality. The very broad and shapely ace-of-spades pure white petals are of 
great substance and smoothness. They form an ideal background for the deep chrome 
yellow cylindrical trumpet that is nicely flared and has a neat even finish at the brim. 
Strong vigorous grower, good stem and neck and an exceptionally durable flower. First 
prize I W-Y London Comp. and London Show; In Winning Engleheart Group and Best 
Bloom, London Comp. 1998. First prize 1W-Y London and Belfast 1999. Engleheart 
2000. Only a few to offer. (Photo: Back Cover). Each £100.00 I $150.00 



ASSERTION 2W-P 

LITTLE KAROO 3Y-0 

CHANSON IW-P DIVERSITY llaW-PPW C1STICOLA 3W-YYR 

RUBY ROSE 4W-R 

Barnes Gold Amazing Grace Jackadee Cape Point 
Singin Pub Brindle Pink Silverwood Honeyorange 
ex 91/30 2Y-R Lady Ann Jake June Lake 

Winning American Hybridisers Trophy 1999 
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2W-P 	RUBY WEDDING, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Poi Dornie. [1322]. A very 
115min 	large flower with outstanding and durable ruby pink colouring in the narrow goblet 

shaped cup. The pure white smooth broad perianth has a glistening texture and heavy 
fleshy substance. Produces some lovely Show flowers but tends to nick petals too 
frequently. Ideal strong growing garden plant. Breeding potential. (Photo: p.34) 

Each £12.50 / $18.50 

2W-YYP SCENTED BREEZE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Pol Dornie. [1323]. This is 
120mm one of the few fragrant flowers resulting from many 'Fragrant Rose' crosses. It is a 

very large flower similar in style to its illustrious parent but the perianth is whiter and 
the cylindrical cup has a pale lemon eye zone blending to a delightful rich peachy coral 
pink, which is predominant in young flowers. A strong vigorous and most attractive 
cultivar for exhibition or garden and may be useful for breeding fragrant flowers. First 
Prize Belfast 1997. Each £20.00 / $30.00 

2Y-YRR 	SKYWALKER, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Patabundy. [1 7 32] . Both parents 
IlOnun 	are evident in this distinctive show flower. The broad round and smooth perianth is of 

the seed parent style enhanced by a glistening texture. The sun-proof deep orange red 
goblet cup with beautifully splayed anthers is of 'Patabund y' style. Good stem, neck 

1, 	and pose. Winning '12' Omagh 2000. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

Y -1( 	SUMMER SOLSTICE, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown s Burning Bush. [15201. 
Though not very large this flower is of such intense colouring, good form and smooth 
texture that we expect it to he a regular winner. A dark eye enhances the small deep red 
cup. The major petals, which are attractively and regularly incurved are so broad that 
they touch at the back. Strong plant, good stem and neck. In Winning'12' Oma  
1993,1999, Winning 6x3 Omagh 1999 & NIDG Late 1999. (Photo: Inside Front 

• 

Each £31tI01.  

2Y-R 	TINDERBOX, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Red Spartan x Patabundy. [1 65 8]. In form this  
105mm 	flower is like a better and more consistent 'Sportsman' and it has the added advantage 

of being totally sunproof in this climate - the genes obviously coming through from the 
sun resistant parents. Great intensity of colour, a most pleasing dentate cup rim and 
deep golden rounded petals distinguish this lovely show quality flower. In Winning 
Devonshire trophy 1997. Each £1500 / $22.50 

Classification and Colour Coding 

If unfamiliar with the classification and colour coding system used at the 
head of each group and in left margins please refer to the colour 
illustrated Classification and Colour Code guide on the Inside Back Cover 
of this catalogue. 

2 ,  those plants given the Award 
of Garden Merit by the RHS. 
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Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-W. 

Division —Trumpet Daffodils of Garden Origin 
One flower to a stem; corona ("trumpet") as long as, or-
longer than the perianth segments ("petals"). 

1 Y -Y 
	

ARTHURIAN, 2 (B. S. Duncan). Tristram 0.P. [719]. This is one of our largest, 
smoothest and most consistent yellow trumpet introductions. Opening early in the season, 
the broadly ovate smooth textured perianth segments form a lovely background to the 
mildly expanded cylindrical trumpet. Uniform deep yellow throughout. Has a most 
impressive Show record, included in winning Engleheart groups. (Photo: p.18) 

Each £12.50 / $18.00 

1Y-Y 
	

BARNESGOLD, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel s Midas Touch [D.916]. The petals are 
beautifully smooth, of deepest gold and of great substance, forming a more rounded 
perianth than is usual in yellow trumpets. The mildly expanded trumpet is slightly 
serrated and in ideal proportion. A large flower (112min.) which scores highly in all the 
major exhibition qualities — colour, form, substance, consistency, stem and poise. Too 
many show awards to list. (Photo: p.18) Each £12.50 I $20.00 

1Y-Y 
	

BARNUM, 1 -2 (B. S. Duncan), Golden Jewel x Midas Touch (D.819]. A magnificent 
trumpet daffodil in deepest gold of Empress of Ireland proportions and style with silken, 
polished texture. The very broad "ace-of-spades" perianth segments form a wonderful 
background for the widely and generously flanged trumpet. Proving its worth as a parent. 

Each £5.00 / $8.00 

I Y-Y 
	

CHOBE RIVER, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Verdant x Midas Touch [1196]. Having inherited the 
classic and consistent form of Verdant and deeper yellow colour from Midas Touch this is 

▪ a really lovely and reliable exhibition flower of great size (113 mm.). The narrow bell- 
✓ shaped trumpet is slightly waisted (from its Div. 6 grandmother) and beautifully flared. 

Good stem and neck, strong plant. Best Bloom, Belfast 1997. (Photo: p.I8) 
Three £40.00 / $60.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

I Y-Y 
	

ETHOS, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel s Midas Touch 113.840]. A deep yellow trumpet 
of very precise form having a flat smooth perianth of lovely texture and an almost straight, 
very slightly expanded cylindrical trumpet of the type sometimes described as "stove 
pipe". A good late exhibition flower. Too many show awards at the highest level to list: 

Each £8.00 /$12.00 

I Y-Y 
	

FRANCOLIN, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel x Midas Touch [925]. Undoubtedly the 
most consistent and jewel smooth 1Y-Y we have bred to date. The long slender cylindrical 
trumpet is at least 5mm longer than the perianth segments and it is beautifully expanded 
and serrated. Of deepest shining gold throughout this flower is excellent for Show, garden 
and breeding. In Championship of Ireland group 1995. Each £8.00 / $12.00 

1Y-Y 
	

GOLDFINGER, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel O.P. [D.651]. A.M(e) 1997. A truly 
refined flower of beautiful proportions having flat and regularly heart-shaped perianth 
segments behind a mildly expanded and serrated cylindrical trumpet. The whole flower is 
of deepest gold with excellent substance and smoothest polished texture. Good pose on a 
tall strong stem. A very consistent exhibition yellow trumpet. Too many First Prizes - Best 
Div. Awards to list. Each £8.00 / $12.00 



1Y-0 	BOYNE BRIDGE, 2 (B. S. Duncan). Hero x Kingsgrove. [16901. This is a large bold 

114min 	flower with great impact. The broad, spreading perianth is shining golden yellow and 
forms a lovely background for the long attractively flanged rich orange trumpet. A most 
useful show flower. A worthwhile parent for red trumpets. (Photo: p.I I) 

Each £20.00 / $30.00 

1 Y-O 	CHEETAH, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Midas Touch x Barnsdale Wood) x Barnum. [1419]. Of 
most attractive stylish form with a mildly expanded slender trumpet and slightly reflexed 
smooth heart-shaped petals. Opening deep golden yellow the trumpet quickly matures to 
solid unfading mid-orange. Well posed on a good stem this is a most consistent Show 
flower. Included in Engleheart Cup groups. First Prize London 1995. (Photo: p.34) 

Three £40.00 / $60.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

1Y-0 	KING'S GROVE, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Bunclody 0.P.? [D.8291. Though not yet the 
ultimate in colour, the slightly goffered cylindrical trumpet is distinct bright orange and 
the perianth is flat, smooth textured, overlapping and free of nicks. A tall, strong, free 
flowering plant of ideal habit. A.D.S. Hybridisers Trophy 1993. First Prize London 1996. 

Each £5.00 / $7.50 

1Y-0 	UNCLE DUNCAN, 2-3 (A. J. R. Pearson). Fine Gold S.P. (2Y-Y) x Fine Gold S.P. 
(IY-O). Truly trumpet in character with broadly ovate smooth petals in mid yellow. The 
elegant trumpet is slender at the base expanding to a gently rolled and serrated brim and 
is rich cadmium orange with an apple green throat. Good plant, sturdy stem and neck. 

Each £5.001 $7.50 

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils 
White Perianth. W-Y; W-P. 

1W-P 	CHANSON, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Verran x Algan.e.11534]. This stylish Show flower is 

102mm 	our best Pink Trumpet to date. The broad pure white perianth which is beautifully smooth 
and consistently free of nicks is enhanced by a hint of pink veining at the base of the 
petals. The long elegant trumpet is of a delightful shade of deep appleblossom pink with a 

v/-  slightly paler zone around the attractively expanded and frilled brim. Already building an 
impressive show record inc. First Prizes in Ballymena 1994, London in 1994, 1996, 1998, 
1999, 2000. Belfast 1999. Strong plant, good stem and pose. (Photo: p.10) 

Each /60.00 / $90.00 

CHIEF INSPECTOR, 2 (T. Bloomer). April Harvest x Newcastle [B.1981. Similar in 
many ways to its pollen parent, but much whiter in the perianth and seemingly more 
consistent as it does not "cockle" its petals. Excellent substance and texture, long deep 
yellow nicely-flanged trumpet. First Prize 1W-Y London and Ballymena several times. 

Each £400 / $6.00 

1W-P 	CRYPTIC, 2-3 (D. Jackson). Verran x Salome. One of David Jackson's best pinks, this 
Aust. - is a magnificent pastel, almost lilac toned flower. An oily smooth and flat spreading 

perianth backs the long neatly flared cylindrical trumpet. A really beautiful exhibition 
flower with good pose. Strong plant and extremely consistent. First Prize London 1997. 

Three £17.50 / $26.50 Each £7.50 / $11.50 

1W-P 
U.S.A. 

PINK SILK, 2 (E. Havens). At Dawning .v Graduation. Silken smooth texture, beautifully 
clean white perianth and pleasing pink trumpet make this an ideal flower for both 
exhibition and breeding. The pink trumpet has length to spare. 

Three £17.50 / $26.50 Each £7.50 / $11.50 

1 W-Y 

12 	 13 

1 Y-Y 	INNY RIVER, 3-4 (P. Kiernan), Lancelot x Golden Sovereign P.K.[ 	1430]. This is an 
incredibly strong and robust plant which produces an abundance of big, broad, bold and 
smooth exhibition quality flowers of deep yellow. Perianth of largely circular outline and 
the well proportioned cylindrical trumpet is neatly expanded at the mouth. Named after 
the raiser's favourite fishing spot. Three £25.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

IYYW-WWY LIGHTHOUSE REEF, 3-4 (AJR Pearson). Daydream x Gin and Lime. This may be the 
best Reverse bi-colour yet raised. It has broad, smooth, ace of spades petals and a broadly 
tubular trumpet in good proportion which expands to a neatly rolled brim. This beautiful 
form and most attractive colouring combine to make this an outstanding exhibition 
flower, as it's record proclaims. Each £25.00 / $37.50 

1Y-Y 	LOUGH GOWNA, 3-4 (P. Kiernan). Verdant x Arkle [P.K. 1434]. A magnificent large 
smooth deep yellow exhibition flower of great substance and stylish symmetry standing 
on exceptionally strong stems above the broad rigid blue green foliage. The broad 
rounded and flat perianth and the mildly expanded cylindrical trumpet are ideally 
proportioned making an excellent back row flower. Best Div. 1 and Reserve Best Bloom, 
Omagh 1996. also has great strength and vigour for the garden. Each £20-00 / $30.00 

1Y-Y 	MULROY BAY, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel x Midas Touch. [D.914]. A deep 
golden medium sized and extremely consistent exhibition flower of pert and precise form. 
The broad smooth and flat perianth forms a lovely background for the hold and slightly 
expanded cylindrical trumpet. Good stein, pose and a vigorous plant. In winning A.D.S. 
Hybridisers Trophy. Indianapolis 1991. First Prize Omagh 1996, London 1997, 1999. 
Bel fast 1997. (Photo: p.11) Each £7.50 I $11.50 

I Y-Y 	SPERRIN GOLD, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel O.P. [D.750]. Good late flowering 
yellow trumpets are scarce and this flower should help fill that gap in any exhibitors 
collection. A distinct very smooth and rounded flower with immensely broad petals lying 
flat behind the neat cylindrical straight trumpet. Deep yellow throughout except for a 
surprisingly attractive paler zone at the base of the petals. Good strong plant. Shown in 
winning A.D.S. Hybridisers Trophy 1992; Ballymena "12" 1992; Belfast 3 x Division 1 
1993. First Prize London 1996. Each £8.00 / $12.00 

1YW-WWY TRUMPET WARRIOR, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). Chiloquin x Arctic Gold. We regard this as 
U.S.A.  the best addition to Show quality reverse bicolour trumpets in recent years. Beautifully 

consistent form combined with the excellent contrast of the sharp lemon-yellow perianth 
and the pure white mildly flared trumpet which has a slight lemon ruffle at the brim. First 
Prize London, 1999. Three £40.00 / $60.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

1Y-Y 	TYRONE GOLD, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel x Midas Touch [D.7291. Depth of 
colour, smoothness, stylish form, consistent exhibition quality, stem, pose and plant 
health and habit are the qualities which singled this flower out as something special 
during trials. We are confident it will confirm our high opinion of it. In winning 
Engleheart Group 1985. First Prize London 1985, Ballymena 1988, 1994. (Photo: p.18) 

Each £6-00 / $9.00 

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y-O/R; Y-P. 

IYYW-P AMERICAN HERITAGE, 3 (Elise Havens). Memento x Lorikeet. A really refined 
U.S.A. flower of great symmetry with perfectly flat and smooth spade shaped perianth of deep 

lemon gold. The attractively shaded pink trumpet is straight and finished with a very 
slight frill. An outstanding flower in it's class. Very scarce. Each £50.00 / $75.00 

1Y-P 	AMERICAN SHORES, 3-4 (Havens). Momenta .r Lorikeet. Ivory lemon perianth 
U.S.A. 	complements a mid-pink classically formed trumpet. One of very few quality yellow/pink 

trumpets. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50 
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Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils 
White Perianth. W-W. 

1W - W 	BLUE DANUBE, 3 -4 (G. E. Mitsch). (Rashee Knowehead)x Cataract. With such a 
U.S.A. 	pedigree this flower is bred for the pure white colour and elegant exhibition style which 

are its obvious qualities. the narrow based trumpet with generous flange is backed by a 
broad well balanced flat and smooth perianth. Good breeding potential. Only a few to 
offer. Each E20.00 / $30.00 

1 W -W 	CATARACT, 2 -3 (M. Evans). Undoubtedly one of the whitest, largest and most 
U.S.A. 	magnificent flowers in it's class for both show and garden. A truly memorable flower 

which deserves wider recognition. 	 Each £12.50 / $18.50 
IW -W 	CHASTE, 3 (Mitsch). (Le Cygne x Empress of Ireland) .v Panache, Highly regarded 
U.S.A. 	white trumpet which has had show successes on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Each £12.50 / $18.50 
I W -W 	DENALI, 4 (R. & E. Havens). Emp. of Ireland x ((Vigil x Emp. of Ireland) x Panache). 
U.S.A. 	A large pure white flower with double triangle broadly overlapping flat smooth perianth. 

Narrowly funnel shaped trumpet, lightly frilled and expanded. Excellent Show flower. 
Each £12.501 $18.50 

1W -W 	PORTFOLIO, 3 (W. G. Pannill). 	x Emp. of Ireland. A large and excellent show 
U.S.A. 	flower with a broad, smooth and flat perianth and a lightly fluted flare at the trumpet 

margin. 	 Each £4.00 / $6.00 
lW-W 	SHERPA, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Dunmurry x Panache (D.401]. This massive flower is 

distinctive in style with very broad, smooth perianth segments of "ace-of-spades" form 
and immense substance. The narrow-based almost cylindrical trumpet is neatly rolled and 
crimped, resulting in a beautifully-balanced bloom which has the major advantage of 
flowering later than most white trumpets. Regular Show Winner including Royal Mail 
1981; 3 x Division 1 Ballymena 1982; Best Unregistered Seedling Belfast 1985; Best 
Division 1 London 1990. First Prize 1994. London 1996. Each £6.00 / $9.00 

I W-W 	WHITE STAR, 3 - 4 (T. Bloomer). A.M.(e) 1981. Rashee x Empress of Ireland. 
Undoubtedly the most successful and consistent white trumpet since Empress of Ireland 
with many Best Bloom Awards to its credit. This is a magnificent and beautifully smooth 
flower of largest size and consistent exhibition quality. The generous trumpet is slightly 
waisted and gently expanded, ultimately developing a roll. A must in any serious 
exhibitors' collection - too many major prize awards to list. Each £5.00 / $7.50 

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-W. 

Division 2 - Large Cupped Daffodils of Garden Origin 
One flower to a stem,' corona ("cup") more than one-third, but less 
than equal to the length of the perianth segments ("petals") 

ARLESTON, 3 (B. S. Duncan). (Golden Jewel x Midas Touch) x Barnum. 114131. A 
very large and extremely smooth flower of highest exhibition quality which is of deepest 
golden yellow throughout. The very broad, flat and smooth perianth segments overlap by 
more than half their length thus providing a nicely rounded back". ound for the three-
quarter length, slightly expanded funnel shaped corona. The flown'.. .1 relmine Div ision 
2 appearance are well poised on tall strong sterns. In whim 11:1nil} groups 
1993; 1994; First Prize Belfast 1994; Reserve Best Bloom BM I% ncri.i 199 t Engleheart 
2000. (Photo: p.18) Three £50.00 / $75.00 h 1..0.00/$30.00 
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2YYW-Y CLOUDED YELLOW, 3 (A. J. R. Pearson). (Camelot x Daydremn) x Cool Shades. An 
impeccable large show flower with novel and beautiful amber buff colouring in the 
corona. A wonderful record on the show bench including several Best in Show Awards. 
Only a few for sale. Each £30-00 / $45.00 

2Y -Y 	COROMANDEL, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel O.P. (D.7511. A very distinct 
flower of sculptured precision and marble smooth texture. The large widely based and 
sharply pointed, very flat perianth backs a slightly expanded three-quarter length tubular 
cup. Good plant and ideal exhibition yellow for late in the season. A.D.S. Hybridisers 
Trophy 1992, Engleheart 1993. First Prize London 1994, 1995, 1997. Oma 
N.I.D.G. Late 1996. (Photo: p.18) Three £l 7.50 / $26.00 Each £7. / 

2Y-W 	EUPHONIC GRACE, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). Euphony O.P. A most attractive exhibition 
U.SA. 	quality reverse bicolour with a flat spade shaped lemon perianth and a long expanded 

corona which becomes white as the flower develops. 	 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

2 Y- Y 	GLISSANDO, 3.4 (0. E. Mitsch). Selo x Camelot. A much under-rated flower bred from 
U.S.A. 	Camelot' which can match many of the more recent introductions for quality and 

P' 	performance on the show bench. A hanker for overseas classes, 	Each £4.00 / $6.00  

2YYW-W GOFF'S CAYE, 3 -4 (A.J.R. Pearson). Daydream .r (Camelot x Daydream). A 
consistent show flower with broad, rounded silken smooth greenish lemon petals and a 
bell-shaped crown which reverses to chalk-white. Best Bloom, London Competition 
1995. Each £6.00 / $9.00 

2Y-Y 	GOLD BOND, 2 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel O.P. [0.650]. A.M.(e) 1997. This flower 
is of statuesque form and proportions in deepest gold. The exceptionally smooth, rounded 
perianth backs a shortish slightly expanded and mildly crenated cup of ideal proportion. 
A very healthy plant with tall straight blue-green foliage and tall, round stems. A very 
consistent Show flower. Too many Show Awards to list. (Photo: p.18) 

Three £20.00 / $30-00 Each £8.01 / $12.00 

2Y-Y 	GOLD INGOT, 2.3 (B. S. Duncan). (Golden Jewel x Midas Touch) a B(11 .17111-1'1 (134 
1121tun 	Of deepest golden colouring. The extremely broad based ovate petals with attractively 

pointed tips are of smoothest shining texture and wonderful substance sitting on a flat 
plane at right angles to the well proportioned deep, slightly expanded and gently ruffled 
widely conical cup. Regular 5-star ratings during assessment as a seedling. In winning 
3x3 Div. 2 Belfast 1995, 3 raised by exhibitor and 3 not in Commerce, London 1997. 
Champ. of Ireland 1999. First Prize, Belfast 1999. London 2000. (Photo: p.18) 

Three £60.00 / $90 -00 Each E2500 $37.50 

2Y-Y 	GOLDEN SHEEN,.3 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel O.P. [D,691]. A large flower of 
shining golden teXtiire on strong, round stems. Very consistent in form and in production 
of perfect Show blooms with slightly inflexed, large and broadly ovate segments. Very 
round in form with slightly expanded cylindrical cup. Very good substance, extremely 
durable. First Prize and Best Div. 2 Belfast 1996. First Prize, London 1999. 2000. 

Three £9.00 / $13.50 y  Each £4.0(26211) ..._. - 

2Y -WWY IMPRESARIO, 2-3 (0. E. Mitsch). (Sdg. x Lunar Sea) x Salem. A lovely large flower 
U.S.A. 	opening lemon, the long trumpet like corona turns pure white except for a gold rim. 

Each £4.00 / $6-00 

2YYW-WWY LEMON SNOW, 3 (0. E. Mitsch). A sister to 'Impresario' which it resembles though 
U.S.A. 	the trumpet corona is more deeply rolled. Good for show and garden. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2Y-Y 	SPECIAL ENVOY, 2 -3 (J. S. B. Lea). Gold Convention x Meldrum. Deep yellow. 
smooth, superb show form. Good plant, well posed flower. 	Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2YYW-WWY XUNANTUNICH, 3 (A. J. R. Pearson). Daydream x (Camelot a Daydream). Broad, 
citron yellow perianth with a white halo and a trumpet crown which becomes white 

..,' except for an attractive golden rim. Good show flower. 
Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2Y-Y 

$11.50 
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Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y -P; Y-YYP. 

2Y-YYP ARRAN ISLE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x High Society [1229]. An exciting large 
flower of lovely form and colouring. The wide silken smooth perianth which opens white 
rapidly tones to a most attractive uniform mellow yellow. The ideally proportioned bowl-
shaped cup is of similar or slightly deeper yellow enhanced by a green eye and a 4mm 
clearly defined band of warm pink. Good exhibition flower and with great breeding 
potential for yellow/pinks. Tall, robust and vigorous plant in contrast to many 
yellow/pink flowers. Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

2Y-P 	BRINDLE PINK, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Brindisi O.P. Sdg. 1 x Brindisi Sdg. 2 111851 
Brindisi had the deepest colour in both perianth and cup of our first generation 2Y-P 
flowers. This third generation flower has greatly enhanced colours combined with lovely 
exhibition form, large size and strong constitution. The slightly pointed broad "ace-of-
spades" perianth segments are a uniform mid-yellow with a glistening texture and a hint 
of pink flush. The three-quarter length trumpet crown is glowing peach pink with an 
attractively crenated margin. Some of its children almost qualify for P-P colour coding. 

Three £20000 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

2Y-P 	OREGON PIONEER, 3 (Elise I lavens). Widgeon x Pink Silk. Smooth and heavy 
tilthSlance and strong colour contrast arc attributes of this beautifully formed exhibition 
flower. One of the best of it's type a nd has potential to breed yellow pinks in Divs. 1 
and 2. (mood show record. 	 Each £30.00 / $45.00 

2Y -CWI) 
	

SANDYCOVE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x High Society [D.1157B]. This 
amazingly consistent Show quality flower opens with a white perianth later toning to a 
distinct creamy yellow. In whatever colour guise, this round flower which has a nicely 
reflexing howl cup, widely banded (5-6 mm.) with rich coral pink, is extremely attractive. 
Very useful for breeding yellow/pinks of a different style, Strong vigorous plant, good 
stem and neck. First Prize Omagh 1992; Belfast 1993. 

Three £20.00I $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

2Y-YPP 	SPRING MORN, 3-4 (G. E. Mitsch), Euphony O.P. An elegant silken smooth flower 
U.S.A. 	with precise clean yellow/pink colouring. One of the best in this class. 

Three £20.00 I $30.00 Each £8.00 I $12.00 

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y-0/R. 

2Y-Y00 	AHWAHNEE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Gettysburg x Sportsman [D.1040]. This is a jewel 
smooth flower with broadly ovate, flat perianth segments of mid-yellow enhanced by a 
hint of green at the base. The ideally proportioned straight, slightly hared funnel cup is 
deep orange, intensifying from the yellow eye. A very consistent exhibition flower of 
lovely style. Good plant, stein and pose. In winning A.D.S. Challenge ()Lilly aiffi  
Murray Evans Trophy Exhibits 1992; '12' Bloom Class; Single Bloom and Best I)iv. 2 
Omagh 1995. (Photo: p.19) Three £12.00 / $18.00 Each £5.01/ $7.50 

2Y-R 
	

BOUZOUKI, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Red Spartan x (Montego z Aefiduarn 110241. A very 
large and round flower of exemplary exhibition form ond I ;ontastie colour. The deep 
golden silken smooth and flat perianth segments arc broadly ■■ wilopping and of thick 
leathery substance. The large bowl-shaped and slightly Ilinch 	,o gilt cup is of deep 
orange-red. Good plant habit, strong stem, good pose. Hirst 	IteI f.r,l 1996. 
(Photo: p.I9) 	 Three £30.00 / $45.00 Each £12.50 / $18.50  

2Y-0 	CASTERBRII)CE, 4 (J. W. Blanchard). Golden Aura .x Daydream. A very neat flower 
of most unusual and distinct colouring which is difficult to fit within the limitations of the 
colour coding system the cup is of that amber/buff/orange/pink combination which is so 
difficult to describe but which is so attractive. Extremely consistent exhibition flower; 
good strong plant. Three I10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 1 $6.00 

2Y-R 
	

CEASEFIRE, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Red Spartan .c (Montego z Achduart) [1113]. Another 
excellent deeply coloured and distinctive Hower from this cross with a hroad smooth 
double triangle perianth of deepest golden yellow. The rather narrow Bawd conical cup is 
glowing orange-red. Excellent Show flower. Tall healthy plant. Gus /(1 pow. First Prize, 
London 1999. Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £500I $7.50 

2Y-Y00 	CHAPMAN'S PEAK, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). (Golden Jewel x Midas Touch) x Barnum. 
[1350]. This is a lovely round flower similar in style, size, substance and quality to 'Gold 
Bond' and with the same deep golden yellow perianth. The cup, however, quickly 
develops an attractive and mellow sunproof orange colour which may be slightly paler at 
the base. Flowers are well poised on strong stems, good plant. First Prize London 1996 
'Not in Commerce' class. Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2Y-0 	CHATEAU IMPNEY, 2 (F C Postles). An exceptionally consistent flower of exemplary 
exhibition form with dark yellow petals and rich orange crown. 	Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2Y-R 	COLOURFUL, 3 (D. Jackson). Dimity Sdg. x Bilboa. Well named and consistent large 
Aug,. 	 round Show flower which made a great impression at the Belfast Show a couple of years 

ago when exhibited by Sandy McCabe. Tall and strong, much under-rated. 
Each £6.00 I $9.00 

2Y -R 	FURNACE CREEK, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Bunclody O.P. [D.873] .Perhaps the most 
sunproof flower we have raised. This is a tall, large and well posed robust Show flower of 
brilliant colour of smooth texture with an attractive broadly ovate perianth and mildly 
fluted conical cup. Useful for late Shows and for breeding sunproof qualities. First Prize 
Belfast 1993. (Photo: p.I9) Each £5.00 / $7.50 

2Y-R 	JACKADEE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Garden News x (Bunclody x Barnsdale Wood). [13121. 
A brilliantly coloured flower, as one would expect from such a pedigree. The sunproof 
fiery deep red bowl cup is backed by beautifully formed wide flat petals of deepest 
golden yellow. A very consistent Show flower, especially valuable as it comes later in the 
season when good yellow/reds are scarce. Good plant, stem and neck. In winning 
Devonshire Cup group London 1995. Three 125.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2Y-R 	LENNYMORE, 2 (B. S. Duncan). Shining Light x Torridon [D.721]. A.M.(e) 1997. A 
really consistent early flower favouring Shining Light in form though larger, and deeper 
coloured and with better substance. A real banker for that vital yellow/red colour impact. 
Very strong stiff stem, short neck and perfect pose. Murray Evans Trophy 1990, 1993; 
Championship of Ireland 1992, First Prize London 1992, 1993; A.D.S. Hybridisers 
Trophy 1993. Best Bloom London 1996. (Photo: p.19) 

Three £15.00 / $22.50 Each £6-00 I $9.00 

2Y-YYO 	PACIFIC RIM, 3 (Elise Havens). Montego x Ringmaster. We think this is the 
U.S.A. 	best rimmed yellow red show flower we have seen - and from parents dating back 

to 1968 and 1953 respectively. Has had many Best In Show awards and is destined 
for many more. Crisp sharply defined deep red rim, perfect form and very 
consistent. Only a few bulbs for sale. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

2Y-YYR 	SHANGANI, 4 (13, S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Burning Bush. [1498]. A consistent show 
flower of lovely style and form with flat and smooth broadly ovate perianth segments of 
deep golden yellow and a short funnel shaped cup of the same colour and banded at the 
outer rim with deep orange red, A very useful addition to a class in which there is a great 
scarcity of good flowers. First Prize Single Bloom. London 1994, 1997, 1998. Belfast 
2000. (Photo: p.11). Three £37.501 $55.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 
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2Y-YYR 	SHINDIG, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Burning Bush. [1598]. Consistent and 
102min 	colourful this beautifully round and smooth borderline flower is very useful in the 

rimmed class where good glowers are scarce. Average measurements of the shallow 
slightly fluted bowl cup clearly indicate Div. 2. The mid to deep yellow perianth 
segments are broad, flat and overlapping, cup is of the same colour with a 5mm hand of 
deep orange red. First Prize Single Bloom, Belfast 1995, 1999 & Champ. of Ire. 1995. 
(Photo: p.II) 	 Each £17-50 / $26.00 

2Y-YYR 
	

SUN TRAP, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan), Unknown - retrieved from. mired [1812]. An attractive 
medium sized flower (Dia. 98mm) with broadly ovate smooth and spreading perianth 
segments of deep golden yellow. The cup is a wide funnel, slightly expanded and flitted, 
of the same shade except for the deep orange-red rim. Good show flower for non-
predominant classes. Good plant characteristics and almost completely sunproof. First 
Prize Belfast 2000. (Photo: p.34) Three £30.001$45.00 Each £12.50 / $18.50 

2Y-R 
	

TROPICAL HEAT, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Garden News x (Bunclody x Barnsdale Wood). 
[1324]. This is a large 'back-row' flower with probably the deepest yellow and most 
intense red cup we have introduced to date. Blunt, broadly ovate petals are flat, smooth 
and placed at right angles to the slightly flared goblet shaped cup. Seems to pick itself for 
major classes. First Prize and Best Division 2 Belfast 1990; In winning Engleheart Group 
1993; "12" Ballymena 1994; "12" N.I.D.S. Late Show 1994 and "12" Seedlings, London 
Competition 1995. Best Bloom London Show and Competition 2000. 

Withdrawn for increase 

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
Orange Perianth. 0-R. 

	

20-R 	COSMIC DANCE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). [(Ballintoy x Air Marshall) .x Shining Light] .r 
Sabine Hay. [D.10121. From many seedlings raised in an effort to eliminate fading 
towards the tips of petals Cosmic Dance is a flushed flower which amply achieves this 
goal. It is also an extremely consistent Show flower having beautifully flat and smooth 
broadly ovate perianth segments. The neatly formed round saucer cup is deep orange-red 
contrasting with attractively and evenly spaced yellow anthers and dark eye. First Prize 
Omagh 1993. 1999; London 1994, 1999. (Photo.' p.19) Each £5.00 / $7.50 

	

20-R 	DAWN RUN, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). (Rathowen Flame x Shining light) x Sabine Hay 
[D.971]. A lovely smooth medium-sized flower of excellent Show form. The broad, 
ovate perianth segments are evenly flushed burnt orange with no hint of tip fading. The 

xi deep orange-red bowl-shaped crown is mildly fluted and serrated and the whole effect is 
enhanced by an almost black eye behind evenly splayed golden anthem. Great breeding 
potential. First Prize London 1991, 1993, 1995, 1997, 2000. Each 0-M1/ $7.50 

	

20-R 
	

HONEYORANGE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Rezare x Cheerleader [1495]. A large flower of 
most unusual colouring in the perianth probably best described by its name. Broadly 
round flat and smooth petals form a lovely background fur the small bowl-shaped dark 
burnt orange cup. Strong plant, good stem and pose. An excellent exhibition flower 
included in winning Championship of Ireland '12' and Best Seedling Belfast 1997. 
(Photo: p.19) 	 Three £37.50 / $55.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

	

20-R 	LIMBO, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Altruist x Ulster Bank 11).5921. A rely round smooth and 
consistent Show flower with evenly orange flushed perianth segments of excellent 
substance. The rather flattish bowl-shaped cup of deepest red is cleanly cut, lightly fluted 
and ideally proportioned. First Prize Single Bloom London 1910, 1985, 1991), 1995, 1996 
(2), 1997, 1999 and in winning Engleheart Group 1985. 

Three £7.50 / $11.50 Each 0.00 / $4.50 



2Y-R 
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Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
White Perianth. W-Y; W-0/R. 

2W-YYO ASILA, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Raspbeny Ring x Fragrant Rose [1058]. A most attractive and 
distinct exhibition flower with a three-quarter length goblet cup which has a lovely 
sharply-defined reddish pink rim. The very smooth broadly ovate petals have a uniform 
and stylish lilt giving a bold and cheeky effect which has attracted much admiration. Tall, 
strong stem, good pose and a vigorous plant. good Show record. First Prize (2W-R Rim) 
London 1995. Three IA 5.00 $22.50 Each £6.00 / $9.00 

2W-R 	CATALYST, 3 -4 (G. E. Mitsch). Decoy .1 Magician. A stunning flower with wide 
U.S.A. 	spreading perianth and a large ruffled brilliant red crown - a step towards true red from 

'pink' breeding. 	 Each £35.00 / $55.00 

2W-GY0 CONESTOGA, 3 (Dr. W. A. Bender). Orion .v Anacapri. A really beautiful and distinct 
❑.S.A. 	Show flower with a round flat perianth and shallow flanged bowl cup which has a green 

eye and yellow mid-zone merging with apricot-orange. 	 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2W-Y 	FIONA McK1LLOP, 3 {Frank Verge). Empress of Ireland x ?. Very broadly ovate 
perianth segments and a well balanced cylindrical. flared and lightly filled cup of vivid 
yellow combine in ideal proportions. Much coveted when first seen as a London Class 
Winner, we are now privileged to offer this excellent cultivar. Reserve Best Bloom, 
Tunbridge 1995. Good plant, stem and neck. Small stock. First Prize London 1997. 

Each £17.50 / $26.00 

2W -WWO GLEN LAKE, 3 (Patrick Kiernan). Highland Wedding x Merlin. A large flower with 
smooth broadly ovate flat and slightly pointed perianth segments and a nicely 
proportioned funnel shaped cup of white with an attractive hand of orange at the rim. A 
most distinct flower from an unusual cross which seems to have induced an unusual 
degree of sun resistance. First Prize London 2000.(Photo: p.34) Each £7.50 / $11.50 

2W -GRR NETHER BARR, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Irish Splendour a IMahmoad x (Bravura a 
Glenyvherry)l [D.716]. This flower is of a character and style which commands attention 
and instant recognition. Probably because of the shape and great breadth of the petals the 
flower requires a few days to smooth and flatten to its best exhibition form - patience will 
be rewarded! First Prize London 1991, 1992 and 1994, 1997; Belfast 1993; A.D.S. 
Hybridisers Challenge Trophy 1992; Devonshire Trophy 1995. 

Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

POWERSTOCK, 3 (J. W. Blanchard). Osmington x a Hotspur Sdg. [81/10B]. A show 
flower of great substance with thick white petals of good form and a rather flat nicely 
filled cup of vivid red to the base. Well poised, sturdy stem, good plant. 

Three £25.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

RIVER DANCE, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Vernal Prince x (Aircastle a Woodland Prince) 
[1311]. Good 2W-Y's are scarce and we think this large and very round flower will be a 
useful addition. The flat round milk-white perianth of excellent substance and texture 
backs a fairly large flattish cup of deep golden-yellow. A beautifully balanced flower. 
First Prize London 1994, 1995. Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

2W-GWY SOFT FOCUS, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Vernal Prince a Pure Toy. [1580]. A lovely flower of 
112mm distinct character which does not have the flat, sharp, precise image favoured by many 

exhibitors. However it has beautifully smooth and evenly contoured perianth segments 
which lend a special attraction and has been much admired. The shortish saucer cup is 
evenly lobed, opening GYY but maturing to a most attractive GWY, the yellow being of 
bright lemon. Different and beautiful in a class which badly needs new blood. OrnacM 
'12' 1993; Best Sdg. and Reserve Best Bloom, NIDG Late 1995. (Photo: p.11) 

Each £20• 

2W-R 

2W-Y 
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2W-GYO TERRACOTTA, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Raspberry Ring x Fragrant Rose. [D.1056]. 
"Terracotta" and "pink/orange" are the colour descriptions in seedling notes since 1985 
which justify what may be the controversial colour coding of this lovely and distinct 
exhibition flower. Certainly the lovely rim colour is not to be found in the pink range of 
the R.H.S. colour chart. (See photo: page 34.)First Prize Late 1996. 

Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2W-R 	YOUNG BLOOD, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Irish Rover x Doctor Hugh [D.666]. A really 
superlative flower which scores highly in all the essential exhibition and garden 
qualities - size, colour, form, consistency, substance, texture, pose, stem, foliage and 
plant health. In First Prize "12" Seedling Group R.H.S. Competition 1985; First Prize 
Single Bloom London 1988, 1992, 1996 (2) in winning A.D.S. Hybridisers Groups 1989 
and 1991. Championship of Ireland 1991; First Prize Ballymena 1992; Belfast 1995. 

Each £6-00 / $9.00 

Div, 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
White Perianth. W -P. (Pink Predominant) 

ALSTON, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Gracious Lady x Dallrnanach [1512]. Measuring over 5 
inches this amazing flower has a strong stem and robust growth to match its size. The 
milk white petals are beautifully smooth and flat with a hint of reflex which adds to the 
overall appeal. The attractively flanged corona of an exceptionally rich, novel and 
glowing coral pink is ideally proportioned and colour fast. Consistent, great impact. 
(Photo• p.34) Three £25.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

APPLINS, 3 -4 (J. W. Blanchard). Cherry Gardens x Dailmanach. [83/15E]. A very 
consistent exhibition flower which has inherited many of the best features of both its' 
parents. The broad, flat and smooth rather pointed petals enhance the attractively filled 
cup-shaped corona of deep apple blossom pink. The flower is well poised on a strong 
stem. Vigorous plant. Three £25.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2W-P 	ASSERTION, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Dailmanach x Quasar. [1535]. Combing qualities of 
110mon 	both illustrious parents this is an excellent show flower with very deep reddish pink 

shallow and slightly frilled/fringed bowl crown. The pure white perianth segments are 
broadly overlapping, very smooth and flat. A lovely show flower which attracted much 
attention in the 1998 winning Engleheart group. Other First Prizes in London 1997 & 
Hillsborough 1998. A strong vigorous plant with good stem and neck.(Phota. -  p.10) 

Each £25.00 / $37.50 

2W-P 	BERCEUSE, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). (Melody Lane x Rose Caprice) x (Caries x Accent). The 
U.S.A. 	broad white perianth is perfectly smooth and symmetrical. The medium length 

moderately expanded cup is deep rose pink with a hint of lavender. One of our favourite 
exhibition pinks from America. 	Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2W-GPP 	CABERNET, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Pol Dornie. [1516]. This is one of the 
richest coloured pinks we have yet raised with deep tones reminiscent of a good claret. 
The rather narrow tubular cup is enhanced by a mild roll at the rim and a deep green eye. 
The pure white double triangle perianth is of smoothest texture resulting in a most 
distinctive and attractive show and garden flower. Excellent plant. 

Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2W-P 	CAPE POINT, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Gracious Lady x Doiltnartach.114501. Regarded by 
some as our best pink yet, this is a spectacular and amazingly consistent show flower of 
largest size. (up to 125 mm diameter). The broadly angular and spreading pure white 
perianth is of oily smooth texture and great substance. The mildly fluted straight edged 
conical cup is of a delightful solid deep pink without any trace of salmon. Free flowering, 
vigorous plant with tall stems. In winning Champ. of Ireland Group 1996, 1999; winning 
`12' Omagh 1996; Best Bloom Albany, Oregon 1994. ADS Hybridisers Trophy 1999. 
Engleheart 2000; Ballymena '12' 2000. (Photo: p.3.5). Each £45.00 I $67.50 

CLOUD'S REST, 4 (II. S. I )flocil). Broadway Rose x (Infatuation x Gem of Antrim). 
111491. With 1I almost translucent hints of lilac/violet tones it is probably the deepest and 
most eyecatching pink we haw uii,,rd. 'Me flattish, fluted and neatly filled cup is short 
enough to give pitimisc ul Iticciling Div. I pinks of high quality. Also, the distinct 
impression of pink in the bcalitiltilly round :Hid smooth diamond dusted white perianth 
may lead to enhancement ()I' this effect in Mime generations. A really consistent Show 
flower, strong plant and good quality 1,1111).. Very scarcc. I first Prize London 1995. 
(Photo: p.38) Each £25.00 / $37.50 

FRAGRANT ROSE, 4 - 5 (B. S. Duncan). Roseworthy Seedling .s Merlin:' 11).143]. This 
is a most appealing and distinctive flower with a unique and delightful fragrance 
reminiscent of the H.T. rose Super Star (Tropicano in U.S.A.). The vivid pink goblet-
shaped, half-length cup is much more sun-fast than most Pink flowers. The thick, waxy 
white perianth segments are smooth and flat, sitting at right angles to the cup. Very 
consistent, tall, strong-growing plant. Fragrant Rose should still be around when many 
other new varieties have faded from the catalogues. Many show awards. 
(See photo: p.38) 	 Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

ITA, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Gracious Lady x Dailrnanach. [14691 A remarkably consistent 
large exhibition flower with a wide, flat and spreading "double triangle" pure white 
perianth. The two-thirds length fluted conical cup is of an attractive deep apple blossom 
pink to the base. The flowers are posed at right angles to the tall strong stems. Shown in 
Engleheart groups, Winning Champ. of Ireland; "12" in Ballymena and 3 x 3 Pinks 
Belfast 1995. Also in winning 3 x 3, `Not yet in Commerce', London 1996. 

Three £25.00 I $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2W-GPP 	LADY ANN, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Ken's Favourite. [D.9751. Pink 
cupped daffodils are becoming more and more intense and this one which is of a deep 
cyclamen-pink shade is about the deepest in colour we have raised. The colour is further 
enhanced by the poeticus whiteness and glistening sheen of the excellent Show quality 
perianth. Should also be useful for breeding "red" cups of pink origin. First Prizes London 
1990; Omagh (2) 1992. (Photo: p.38) Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

2W-R 
U.S.A. 

MAGICIAN, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). (Accent x Rose Caprice) a-  Cool Flame. An amazingly 
coloured large flower, the pink being so deep that it qualifies as red. The wide white 
perianth of great substance provides an excellent background for the dramatic flared 
bowl shaped corona. Wonderful impact in the garden and a great breeder. 

Each £25.00! $37.50 

NAIVASHA, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x High Society [0.1068]. A tall, 
beautifully proportioned large round flower with very broad, flat and smooth "ace-of-
spades" petals which form an ideal background for the deep rose pink bowl-shaped cup. 
Best Division 2 Omagh 1987 and a regular prizewinner. Exceptionally consistent 
exhibition variety and a free flowering healthy plant. First Prize Omagh 1993. Best 
Bloom London 1994. (Photo: p.38) Three £12.501$18.50 Each £5.00 I $7.50 

NUMEN ROSE, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Mentor [11991. Like a bigger and 
better Fragrant Rose and one of very few seedlings to have inherited the fragrance of its - 
parent. Cup colour is unfading deep apricot-pink enhanced by a greenish eye. We have a 
very high regard for this healthy well proportioned plant. Each £6 .111 $9.00 

OCEAN BLUE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Dailmanach .r Gracious Lady [14921. Similar in style 
to `Media Girl' but with a more slender cup of attractive coral pink which is slightly 
deeper at the rim. Consistently smooth flat pure white perianth of ideal exhibition quality 
and size (Dia. 106min). Excellent plant qualities. In winning Engleheart Group 1993. 
(Photo: p.34) 	 Three £37.50 / $56.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

2W-P 

2W-P 

2W-P 

2W-GPP 

2W-P 

2W-P 

2W-GPP 

2W-P 



2W-PPW 	PARTY TIME, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Roseate Tern x Mentor [1310A]. There was a 
temptation to register this flower as Div. I la. because the deep lobing of the crown often 
meets the definition. Much admired by visitors and by those with an interest in breeding 
split corona flowers. The pure white very round perianth backs a large expanded bowl 
shaped crown of a delightful pure apple blossom pink with colour at the rim almost white 
with hints of pink. Already proving to he a parent of good quality 'Pink Splits' and a 
lovely garden plant of distinct and novel appearance. Each £6.00 I $9.00 

2W-P 
	

PHINDA, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Gracious Lady a (Infatuation a Gem of Antrim). [1290]. A 
very large show flower with broadly ovate, spreading white perianth segments which 
provide an excellent background for the slightly ribbed and flared cylindrical corona of 
deep rose pink. Very vigorous robust and free flowering plant. In winning 3 x 3 Pinks 
Belfast 1996. (Pronounced Pinda). Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 I $12.00 

2W-P 	POL CROCAN, 3 (J.S.B. Lea). Sdg. x Sdg. Having 'Dailmanach' and 'Inverpolly' in its' 
pedigree this is a pink in the best Lea tradition. The large, rounded overlapping perianth 
is very white and the half length deep pink cup has a frosted appearance. Excellent show 
flower. 	 Each £7.50 I $11.25 

2W-P 	POL VOULIN, 4 (J.S.B. Lea). Pal Dornie a Dailmanach. A large flower with a 
beautifully formed pure white perianth of silken smoothness which makes a perfect foil 
for the bright clear china pink cup. Strong plant, good stern and neck. Excellent show 
record. 	 Each £7.50 / $11.25 

2W-P 
	

PULSAR, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Daihnanach Quasar. 114721. Very broad glistening pure 
112mm 	white perianth segments of admirable show quality back a slightly flared and attractively 

frilled bowl cup of eye-catching reddish pink. Large flower, robust plant with good stem 
and neck. First Prize Single Bloom and 3x3 Pinks London 1996, 1999; First prizes in 3 
'Not in Commerce' and 3 'Raised by Exhibitor' London 1997. (Photo: p.10) 

Each £20.00 / $30.00 

2W-GPP 	SOPRANO, 4 (B. S. Duncan). High Society x Valinor. [D.1159]. A most consistent 
exhibition "pink". It is a flower which simply exudes quality in all the essential exhibition 
requirements of form, size, substance, texture, stem, pose, clarity of colour and durability. 
The deep reddish-pink cup colour changes as the flower develops - the mid-zone 
becomes a slightly paler lilac-pink but the flower maintains its attractiveness at all stages. 
First Prize Single Bloom - N.I.D.G. Late Show 1991, 1993, 1994, 1996; Belfast 1993; 
Omagh 1993; London 1995, 1997; Best Bloom in Show - N.I.D.G. 1991, 1999; Belfast 
1993; Omagh 1993, 1999; 1996 Best Division 2 N.I.D.G. 1994. (Photo: p.38) 

Three £50.00 / $75.00 Each £20.00 / $30.00 

2W-P 

2W-P 
110mm 

2W-GPP 

SPLIT IMAGE, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Broadway Rose a (Infatuation x Gem of Antrim). 
[1137]. It is impossible to ignore this massive and lovely flower with its magnificent 
broad spreading perianth and deeply lobed bowl cup of brightest rosy pink Almost 
qualifying as a most attractive and novel Division 11 (split corona) daffodil this is an 
obvious parent for improvement of Div. 11 pink to which it should transmit size, colour 
and exhibition qualities. (Photo: p.38) Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

SUGARBIRD, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Dailmanach x Gracious Lady 113261. Very broadly 
ovate white perianth segments form a large round flower of attractive style and colouring. 
The bowl shaped corona is a lovely shade of delicate lilac pink. Good Show bloom and 
strong plant. Three £15.00 / $22.50 Each £6.00 / $9.00 

TYRIAN ROSE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Ken's Favourite 1D.9951, This is 
perhaps the deepest pink cupped flower we have yet introduced. The liar, ace-of-spades 
perianth segments are pure white with a sparkling "diamond Mist" tertian; which provides 
an amazing contrast with green eyed deep Tyrian rose pink conical cup. A first class 
exhibition flower and a good plant. Many Show Awards. 

Three £10.00 / $15110 Each £4.04 1$6.00 
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Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
White Perianth. W-YYP; W-WWP; W-GYP. etc. (Pink Rims) 

2W-GPP 	CHERRYGARDENS, 3 (N. A. Burr). Easter Moon a Fair Prospect. Now well 
established as a regular prize-winner this nicely proportion large flower )+100mm) has a 
crystalline smooth flat perianth and a rather narrow bowl cup of deep pink to cherry red. 
First Prizes London 1985, 1987, 1988; Reserve Best Bloom London 1989 and many other 
Regional Awards. Each £8.00 / $12.00 

2W-WWP DOVE SONG, 4 (S. Du Bose). Rainbow a Carito. A quality show flower of lovely 
colouring with many prizes to its credit. Very consistent. 	 Each £6.00 / $9.00 

2W-GWP ETHEREAL BEAUTY, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach a High Society [D.12281. The 
name implies unearthly delicacy, heavenly or spirit-like beauty. I feared this flower might 
not be widely appreciated. How wrong! A clutch of enthusiasts voted it No. 1 out of 
twenty pink rimmed seedlings in an informal poll in our bulb shed. This is a beautifully 
smooth, rounded exhibition flower of pure white except for the greyish/green eye and the 
clearly defined 3-4mm. band of delicate Rhodamine pink on the neat bowl-shaped cup. 
Truly a flower for the "close focus" cognoscenti. First Prize N.I.D.G. Late 1996; 
Devonshire Trophy 1998. (Photo: p. 35) Each £8.00 / $12.00 

2W-GWP HIGH SOCIETY, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). May Queen x R.334I? [D.262]. Combines fine 
exhibition and garden qualities of colour, form, consistency, stem and poise with 
excellent plant habit, plant health and it also makes magnificent clean-skinned bulbs. In 
style and colour combinations it has that little bit extra charisma. A good breeder. In 
winning Engleheart Cup groups 1985, 1990 and "12 Seedling" Class at London 
Competition 1985. First Prize London 1993, 2000. Best Bloom Middlesex 1994. 

Three £7.50 / $11.25 Each £3.00 I $4.50 

2W-GWP ICE DANCER, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach a High Society. [1307]. In the opinion of 
some observers this is the best of many good flowers from this prolific cross. Certainly it 
is distinctly beautiful with its straight edged shallow bowl cup and delightful precise wire 
rim of deep rose pink which is enhanced by the cool green eye and pure white mid-zone. 
The broadly ovate flat and pure white perianth segments are of smoothest texture with a 
glittering sheen. A very consistent large Show flower which is well posed on strong 
stems. Vigorous plant, excellent bulbs. First Prize London 1992, 1999. (Photo: p.35) 

Each £20.00 I $30.00 

2W-P 
Intermediate 

2W-PPW 
100mm 

2W-GPP 
U.S.A. 

URCHIN, 4 (B.S. Duncan). Roseworthy a Foundling. One of the few flowers of 
Intermediate size available for exhibition, this is a very attractive and prolific plant with a 
bright bronze-pink corona. Ideal plant habit. 	 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

VERDOY, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Verran X Algarve. [1540]. An extremely smooth show 
flower of beautifully delicate lilac/powder pink colouring in the wide trumpet shaped cup. 
The oily smooth petals are so wide that the majors touch at the back resulting in _a ,v.ery 
circular outline. Cup colour tends to pale around the rim as the flower ag Without 
detracting from its beauty. Each £17. 0 / $26.00 

VERRAN ROSE, 3 -4 (Dr. John Reed). rthr ■ or l'erran. Another magnificent flower 
raised from 'Verran' and considered by it's m' ) L, I 	hest pink he hus grown. The 
tall, strong stem and neck support a lai 	 formed flower with huge 

overlapping petals and a nicely tolled ei 41)1;1 ■■ 1 Pleasing will polls. Should make it name 
for itself when more widely Each £25.00 / $37.50 
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JUNE LAKE, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Fellowship x High Society. [D.1161]. An 
outstandingly consistent and beautiful exhibition flower. The smooth, flat and pure white 
"ace-of-spades" perianth segments, which are totally free of "mittens" or nicks form a 
lovely background for the delightful colour combination of the green eyed conical cup 
which has a yellow mid-zone and clearly defined deep pink rim. Shown in winning 
A.D.S. Hybridisers Trophy 1988, 3991, 1992; Ballymena "12" 1989, 1990, 1992; Omagh 
"12" 1992; Championship of Ireland 1991, 1995; Engleheart 1993. Best Bloom in Show 
Ballymena 1992; First Prize Omagh 1994, London 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000. (Photo: p.35) 

Three £30.00 I $45.00 Each £12.50 / $18.50 

LAKE TAHOE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). High Society x Valinor [1160]. A really beautiful, tall 
and robust large flower of distinct and consistent Show quality. The olive eyed cup has a 
sharply-defined 4 mm pink rim of an unusual but attractive blend of lilac-salmon shades. 
The wide spreading pure white flat perianth is of lovely oily smooth texture. Much 
admired by knowledgeable visitors. First Prize London 1991. Each £5.00 / $7.50 

MARY KATE, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). D. Sdg. x Foundling. [D.4601. From the same cross 
as Elizabeth Ann and of similar colouring but very distinct form and character, having 
longer-pointed perianth segments and a longer tubular cup. First Prize N.1.D.G. Late 
Competition 1977 and 1983. Best Bloom (Amateur) Omagh 1990. (Was Division 6.) 

Three £5.90 I $7.50 Each £2.00 I $3.00 

2W-WWP MEDIA GIRL, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). DaiImonach x Gracious Lady I 1462). This is 
another beautiful flower from these prolific parents with a large (Dia. 110) double-
triangle flat, smooth pure while perianth of excellent show quality. The wide; slightly 
frilled funnel shaped crown opens a delightf u l solid lilac pink and gradually changes to 
almost white except at the outer zone which retains the opening colour. Attractive at all 
stages, consistent flower on a tall strong stem with a good neck. 

Three £25.09 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2W-YYP 	MOVIE STAR, 4 (B. S. Duncan). /Lilac Charm x (Interim x Aosta)] x Valinor. 
1D.10761. A lovely flower which has a large, round spreading perianth of great substance, 
smoothness and faultless quality. The deep howl cup of distinct chrome-yellow has a 
clearly defined broad peach-pink slightly ruffled rim with a hint of green in the eye. An 
eye-catching colourful exhibition flower of robust habit and constitution. First Prizes 
Ballymena 1988; London 1990. 

Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2W-GYP 	NOTRE DAME, 4 -5 (B. S. Duncan). Raspberry Ring x Fragrant Rose [D.1 186]. 
A M.(e) 1996. An excellent Show flower with precisely cut and slightly reflexed pure 

/ white perianth segments. The slightly waisted goblet cup is golden yellow backed by a 
dark green eye and has a 5mm. band of deep reddish/pink. A really distinct late 5 
flower. Too many show prizes, including best in show, to list. (Photo: p.35) 

Three £12.50 I $18.50 Each £5.0 / $7.50 

2W -GYP 	SAVOIR FAIRE, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x High Society 11),1 (1381. This large 
smooth textured flower provided great excitement when the first bloom appeared in our 
seedling beds. The size, colour and style of the flower combine to give great impact. The 
6 mm. coral rimmed cup is neatly lobed Exceptionally consistent, seldom nicks a petal. 
Strong robust plant with great strong stems. In winning "12" Omagh 1987. 1990, 1991; 
Championship of Ireland 1991; "12" Raised by Exhibitor London Competition 1991; 
First Prize Single Bloom, Belfast 1991, London 1992, 1995, Omagh 1995, 6 x 3 Class 
Ballymena 1992. In A.D.S. Hybridisers Trophy Columbus 1992. lingleheart 1993. 
(Photo: p.35) Three £30.00 / $45.00 Each £12.50 / $18.59 

2W-GYP 	SIGNORINA, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Fellowships High Society IDA 1621.'I'h€s little intermediate 
Inle.rmediate 	sized flower is of perfect form and most attractive and brilliant colouring. The perianth is 

pure white, the funnel cup is deep yellow handed with sleep raspberry pink. the whole 
effect enhanced by a vivid emerald eye. First Prize Intermediate, London 1989, 1992, 
1993, 1995(2), 1999. (Photo: p.35) 	Three t 10.0t1 / $15.09 Each 0.00 / $7.50 

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 
All White. W-W; W-GWW. 

2W-GWW ASHMORE, 3 -4 (J. W. Blanchard). Easter Moon .v Seedling. A consistently high quail Ey 
pure white Show flower of distinct round form with shodish howl-shaped vim with Heal 
serrations and remarkable green eye. Best Flower London 1975, Guoil ' 1 c 111  
neck. 	 Each I:491/ $6 , 110 

2W-GWW BIRTHDAY GIRL, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Easter Moon x Knoweheod 11).3711i:ibis is a 

InWmediate 	small jewel-smooth pure white flower of perfect form. It has won several prizes because 
of its perfection of form and was Best Bloom Intermediate Section at Ballymena in 1982. 

Each £2.50 I $3.75 

2W-W CHINCHILLA, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Easter Moon x White Star [D.513]. This has been a 
favourite since first flowering on account of its distinctive deep ultra-soft texture allied to 
great substance and wonderfully consistent exhibition quality blooms of purest white and 
large size. In winning Engleheart group 1986. Best Division 2 Belfast 1991. G. L. Wilson 
Trophy 1992. First Prize N.I.D.G. 1994. Best Div. 2 Belfast 2000. Each £10.00 / $15.00 

2W-GWW MOON VALLEY, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Easter Moon x Silent Valley [D.5281. A large 
flower of real quality with oily smooth texture and slightly reflexing blunt shovelled 
form. Lovely double triangular effect backs the slightly expanded and neatly finished cup 
which is even whiter than the perianth. Engleheart group 1983; winning "12" Seedlings 
London Competition 1985. Murray Evans Trophy 1993. Best Bloom Hybridisers Section, 
Nashville 1993. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

2W-W 	PERMISSIVE, 2 - 3 (H. R. Ban). Sea Urchin x Ludlow, This is an amazing very large 
118mm 	pure white flower with a good perianth and a well balanced long cup which is finished at 

the rim with frills and lobes like a good 'Fringed Tulip'. Registered in 1971 this 'oldie' 
was found in Holland and immediately impressed. A distinct flower with great potential 
for breeding a quality range of icy fringed cup daffodils. 	 Each £4.00 I $6.00 

2W-W 
	

RIVER QUEEN, 3 (W. G. Pannill). Easter Moon x Vigil. A flower with an outstanding 

U.S.A. 	show record in the USA which is large, pure white, of perfect form and is very consistent. 
Each £5.00 / $7.50 

2W-W 
	

SHEELAGH ROWAN, 4 (A. J. R. Pearson). Stoke Charity x Panache. A exceptionally 
large yet elegant flower with style, quality and substance. Has a tremendous exhibition 
record including several Best In Show awards. Distinct, and of such quality that it should 
be in great demand when more plentiful. 	 Each £17.50 / $26.00 

2W-W 
	

SILVER SURF, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Easter Moon x Empress of Ireland [D.122]. This very 
large flower combines the best qualities of its parents. A slight reflexing of the broad 
heart-shaped petals adds character to a most impressive and consistent pure white Show 
flower. Strong plant, good stem and neck. Best Division 2 Hillsborough 1985. In 
Engleheart Group 1990. First Prize Ballymena 1991. A.D.S. Hybridisers Trop 5/ 1991, 
1993. G. L. Wilson Trophy London 1991 and 1992. Each £3. 0 / $4.5 

2W-GYP 

2W-GWP 

2W-GWP 
he,i.m.ediate 
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-R; Y-YYR. etc. 

Division 3 - Small Cupped Daffodils of Garden Origin 
One flower to a stem; corona ("cup") not more than one-third the length 

of the perianth segments ("petals"). 

3Y-YYO 	ANGELITO, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Garden News X Triple Crown. [1544]. A very round, 
102inm 	flat flower of good size which is borderline in measurement but favours Div. 3. Marked 

with 4 or 5 stars during trial years since 1992 it has a beautifully smooth deep yellow 
perianth and a well proportioned bowl shaped cup which at different stages of mat tet 
may be described as YOR, YYR or YYO. Excellent pose and stem. (Photo: p.11)/ 

Each £10.0 / $15.00 

3Y-YYR 
	

BADBURY RINGS, 3-4 (I W. Blanchard). Ferndown x Achduart. This is a really good 
and consistent flower. A tall sturdy plant with lovely rounded flowers comprised of 
broad, overlapping and very flat deep yellow perianth segments and a saucer cup of 
deeper gold and banded uniformly in bright orange red. First Prize and Reserve Best 
Bloom London 1983 and Best Bloom London 199(1. First Prize London 1991, 1992 and 
1993. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

3Y-R 
	

BURNING BUSH, 4 (B. S. Duncan). (Richt/fa x Bunclody) x (Altruist x Ulster Bank). 
[D•982]. A magnificent flower which favours Ulster Bank in form but it is larger, taller, 
of even deeper colour in perianth and cup. This beautifully flat, round flower which has 
substance to spare is of consistent Show form and has the added advantage of being late 
flowering for its type. Included in winning Engleheart Group 1990; First Prizes N.I.D.G. 
Late Show 1991; London Competition 1993; Omagh (2) 1993. (Photo: p.19) 

Three £20-00 / $30.00 Each 18.00 / $12.00 

3Y-GYR 	COMPTON COURT, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Burning Bush. [1505]. 
100mm 	Outstanding for depth of colour in both perianth and cup. The polished deep golden 

perianth segments are smooth, flat and broad thus providing an ideal background for the 
shallow bowl cup which has a dominant and beautiful vivid green eye, deep yellow mid 
zone and a sharp band of intense red. In winning Champ of Ire. and Omagh ' l2' groups 
1993, First Prize Single Bloom, Omagh 1993, Belfast 1996 and Best Unreg. Sdg. Omagh 
1993. Impressive vigorous plant with good stem and neck, (Photo: p.19) 

Each £17.50 / $26.00 

3Y-GYP 
	

CUPIDS EYE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x Raspberry Ring 11.9761. On opening 
the perianth segments are pore white and the short saucer crown has a lovely green eye 
and a deep cherry pink rim. As the flower matures the perianth tones to a lovely lemon-
yellow and the 5mm. cup rim seems to reflex and change to a warm peachy-pink. A 
really lovely Show flower in all its guises with great potential For breeding. Rapid 
increaser. In winning 3 x 3 Pinks London 1992 and Championship of Ireland 1992, First 
Prize N.I.D.G. 1994, London 1995, 1996 (2), 1997. Best Bloom I tmagh 1995. 
(Photo: p.35) 	 Three £7.50 I $11.50 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

3Y-Y 
	

FERNDOWN, 3 (J. W. Blanchard). Lemonade .r Seedling. A.M a R I I,S, 1982, The 
only flower of its type to have received an Award of Merit I 	init, 	deep primrose. ;•11. 
well-rounded overlapping segments. The nicely-serrated ; •1n.1)h, ,I;•;•per yellow 
with a narrow still deeper yellow rim. Very consistent. Reguln :;II n.1; I il.;;;111 a. timer in 
London and one of the best flowers in this scarce sub. v ision 14-00 1 $6.1110 

3Y -ORR 	GARDEN NEWS, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Sun Magic x (Montego x Achduart) [D.8911. A 
flower or tremendous substance and consistent quality. The deep canary yellow and very 
broad heart-shaped perianth segments are flat, smooth and mildly incurving. The rather 
flat and slightly fluted bowl-shaped cup is ideally proportioned, is intense deep red on 
opening, the eye zone gradually fading to deep orange yellow. Best Seedling Omagh and 
Ballymena Shows 1988. In winning Engleheart Groups 1990, 1993; First Prize London 
1990, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1997. Belfast 1993. N.I.D.G. Late 1995, 1996. Best Bloom 
Omagh 1997. (Photo: p.19) Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

3Y-000 	JAKE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Garden Nest's x Triple Crown. 115771. An extremely consistent 
I 05min 	exhibition flower of great vigour with a long strong stern and ideal pose. The very smooth 

deep yellow perianth segments are broadly ovate wills good VIIIn,. The shallow bowl 
shaped cup is rich reddish orange with deep olive green at Me 	In wattling Champ, 
of Ire. Groups 199 5 , 1998; '12 Raised by exhibitor' and Its, 	e ;; air, I .melon 
1998; Omagh '12' 1997; First Prize Single Bloom Belfast I , I ..itt. 1996, 
London 1998. 2000; Best Seedling. Omagh 1997; Best in Show liellass 19')!), London 
1998, Best Bloom Hybridisers Section - Pittsburgh 1999. Bess Div. 3 Omagh 2000. 
(Photo: inside Front Corer) Each £40.00 / $60.00 

y  
LITTLE KAROO, 4 (B. S. Duncan) Triple Crown x Burning Bush. 115941. Though slightly 

88unu 	small we have been unable to discard this flower because of its jewel perfect form and 
consistency. The really round and flat perianth of deep lemon yellow forms a lovely 

1r)  background for the neat shallow deep orange crown. Larger flowers will need to he very 
t' 	good to heat this one! Included in winning Devonshire '12' London 1998. First Prize 

Belfast 2000. (Photo: p.I0) 	 Each £10.00 I $15.00 

3Y-GYY 	NONCHALANT, 3 -4 (D. Jackson). Sdg. x Lemonade. A very good bright yellow flower 
with a beautifully round flat perianth and an attractively filled green eyed cup. Probably 
the best Show flower in its class. First Prize London Competition 1995. 

Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

3Y-YYR 	RING FENCE, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Dateline x Triple Crown [14711.Combining the best 
qualities of both parents this has been an extremely bright and consistent show flower 

\.,,/',)0  during early trial. The deep golden, roundly formed perianth is enhanced by the sharply 
defined red rim of the slightly filled shallow howl cup. Good pose, stern and plant. 
(Photo: p.1 I ) Three £30.001 $45.00 Each £12.501 $18.50 

3Y-R 	SOLAR TAN, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Ulster Bank x Achduart [D.656]. Solar Tan is a perfect 
amalgam of its parents. It combines the jewel smooth form of Achduart and the amazing 
colour of Ulster Bank, which results in a large flower of deepest red and gold with 
polished smooth texture, designer lines and robust stiff stem and a short neck giving ideal 
"look you in the eye" pose. In winning A.D.S. Hybridisers Trophy 1988; Championship 
of Ireland 1988; Best Division 3 Ballymena 1988: Engleheart 1993. First Prize London 
1997, 1998, 1999. Best Div.3 1999. Best Bloom Murphys California 2000. 

Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 I $6.00 

3Y-R 	STANWAY, 4 (C. Postles). Achduart Sdg. x Pipe Major. A very consistent borderline 
show flower for the small-cupped class. The deep yellow, 'ace of spades' perianth is very 
smooth and the short dark red cup is in nice proportion. Good stem and poise. 

Each £4.00 / $6.00 

	

3Y-YYR 	TERRAPIN, 4 -5 (B. S. Duncan). Dateline x Triple Crown [1644]. Larger than most of 
the 'Triple Crown' progeny (Dia. 102mm) this is a very bright and consistent Show 
flower on a tall strong stem. Mid-yellow perianth made up of flat and smooth broadly 
ovate segments backs a shallow bowl cup of deeper yellow with a wire rim of deep red. 
First Prize Omagh 1995. Belfast 1999. Three £25.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

	

3Y-GYR 	TRIPLE CROWN, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Sunapee x Achduart [D.9621. Some critics have 
been kind enough to say that this is the best flower yet seen in its class. Outstanding for 
depth of gold in the perianth and for intensity of red in the sharply defined 3-4min. cup 
rim. The overall colour effect is highlighted by a lovely moss green eye. A beautifully 
smooth, well formed and consistent exhibition flower of undisputed Division 3 
measurement. Too many show awards to list. Very free flowering healthy plant. 

Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.001 $7.50 
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3Y-R 	TRUEBLOOD, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). (Ulster Bank x Acheblurt) x (Sun Fire Achduart). 
104mm 	Sun Fire x Achduart). [1651]. With real 'Blue Blood' pedigree it is not surprising that this 

flower has intense colour in both perianth and crown, Favouring 'Burning Bush' in style 
and quality this was one of the most photographed flowers during the World Tour visit 
and we think its consistency ensures a good future on the show bench and is viorthy' 
the lovely lady from Indiana to whom it is dedicated. Small stock. 

Each £17.50 / $26.00) 

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils 
Orange Perianth. O-R. 

30-R 	BANDESARA, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan), Aiiruisi x Sabine Hay [D.855]. Undoubtedly one of 
the deepest coloured of our flushed flowers with the added merit that it holds the colour 
better than most, It is a strong, tall plant with large, smooth flowers having broadly ovate 
flat perianth segments and a small fluted deep red button cup. Good Show flower and 
excellent pedigree for breeding flushed orange flowers. In winning 3 x 3 Division 3 
Belfast 1992. First Prize London 1993. Three E10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

30-R 	BRODICK, 3 (B. S. Duncan). (Rathowen Flame a Shining Light) a Sabine Hay 1D.990]. 
This cultivar is extremely consistent in the production of highest quality large exhibition 
blooms of neat round form. Excellent perianth flush is enhanced by a slightly flared bowl 
corona of deep cherry red. Rapid increaser and very free flowering. First Prize Ballymena 
1988; Belfast 1993, London 1994, 1995. Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

30 -R 	PRAIRIE FIRE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). (Ballintoy a Air Marshal) x Sabine Hay [D.745]. 
This is perhaps the deepest and most uniformly flushed flower of top exhibition quality 
yet catalogued. Beautifully smooth, consistent Show bloom. Flat perianth of broadly 
ovate segments with deep red lightly fluted, flat bowl crown. Strong free flowering,plant, 
good stem and neck. First Prize London 1987, 1996. 

Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

30-R. 	WAR DANCE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). (Altruist a Ulster Bank) a [(Richhill x Masai King) x 
Bunciodyi. [1046]. The flushed orange perianth colouring in this strong and vigorous 
cultivar is as deep and uniform as the best bred from Sabine Hay (which tends to 
transmit its miffy constitution), An excellent Show flower of good size (c. 100 mm.) with 
broadly ovate perianth segments and a shallow bowl cup, slightly ribbed and finely lobed 
and of deepest crimson red. Good stem and neck. Fast increaser. in winning A.D.S. 
Hybridisers Trophy 1992. Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils 
White Perianth. W-Y. 

3W-Y 
	

DUNLEY HALL, 4 (J. S. B. Lea). Loch Assynt a Seedling. An outstanding flower with a 
large round perianth of superior form. The small citron yellow cup, with a green eye, is 
neatly serrated. An impressive Show record including Best in Show, London 1986 and 
1988. 	 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

3W-GYY 
	

EVESHAM, 3 (J. S. B. Lea). Loch Assynt x Seedling. A similar flower to Hanley Hair 
except for a slightly paler cup, taller stems and flowers earlier. Best Blom Solihull 1990 
and Best Division 3 London 1990. 	 Each £5.001 $7.50 

3W-GYY HALLEY'S COMET, 4 (Mrs. J. Abel-Smith). Verona .v Thoresby. A beautifully smooth 
neat perianth of good substance and texture. Very striking deep yellow saucer -shaped 
crown with green eye. Good Show flower. Best Bloom Division 3 Daffodil Society Show 
1988. In winning collection - 6 seedlings - RMS. Show 1989. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

3W-Y 	LEMON GREY 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). [(Dallas hybrid x Cool Crystal) x Vernal Prince] a 
96nutt. 	(Aircastle x Woodland Prince). [1517]. A most beautiful and consistent Show bloom with 

a pure glistening white smooth textured round perianth of immaculate form. The small 
grey eyed cup of deep lemon yellow is embellished by a lightly ruffled frill. In winning 
Engleheart Group 1993 and First Prize Single Bloom, London 1997. 

Three £37.50 / $56.00 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

3W-GYY 	LIMPOPO, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). [(Dallas hybrid a Cool Crystal) a-  Vernal Prince/ x 
lOmm 	(Aircastle a Woodland Prince). [1518]. A larger sibling of 'Lemon Grey' this flower also 

Icm has a beautifully smooth pure white spreading or excellent Show quality. The 
neat slightly fluted cup is of a cool limey-lemn lade highlighted by a dominain bright 
green eye. Good plant, stem and neck. In whirl m ,  t stoat+ 1996, Devi,' : m i l 
Champ. of Ireland groups 1997. (Moro: 1 ,. 11 ) 

limey t37,5U 1$511,00 	1 .s.90 / 

3W-GYY 	MOON SHADOW, .1 	Posilc.o 	 One nl the heist 	diow 
Bowers produced by Ihiti l i iscr, it hu. a •.rice of Best Bloom awards since lirst shown as 
a seedling. A very large !Lower ol able lurch which opens pale cream with a citron 
yellow button cup. The perianth gradually whitens, the neatly serrated cup retains its 
bright colour to provide an excellent contrast. Each £10.00 / $15.00 

3W-GYY SIDLEY, 4 (T. Bloomer). Shantallow x Woodland Prince [B.3831. A most appealing 
Infermechwe little character of perfect form. The nicely-proportioned lemon-yellow cup with green eye 

is backed by a satin smooth pure white perianth of lovely quality. The 50mm. flower, the 
stem and leaves are all in nice proportion forming an ideal little free-flowering plant. First 
Prize Intermediate, London 1997. Each £2.00 / $3.00 

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils 
White Perianth. W-0/R; W-YYR; W-P etc. 

3W-YYO ANGEL FACE, 3 -4 (A. J. R. Pearson). Dell Chapel x Corozal. Well named, a most 
attractive and perfectly formed show flower of subtle colouring. 	Each £15.00 / $22.50 

3W-YYO CAROLE LOMBARD, 4 (F. C. Postles). Purbeck x Estrella. An excellent show flower 
with an exceptional record, including 'Best in Show' several times. Each £5.00 / $7.50 

3W-R 	CAVALRYMAN, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). (Arctic Flame x Random Light) x Doctor Hugh 
[1401]. This flower which was Best Bloom in Show at the RHS Late Competition in 
1997 and was in the winning 1 2 Raised by exhibitor' at the same Competition in 1995 
and 1997, has beautifully smooth very broad and flat double triangle perianth of purest 
white enhanced by a sparkling diamond dust finish. The really dark red shallow bowl 
shaped cup has an even darker eye. Good stem, short neck, ideal pose and a strong plant. 
(Photo: p.34) Three £60.00 / $90.00 Each £25.00 / $37.50 

3W-YYR 	CISTICOLA, 3 -4 (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel (Arctic Flame a Random Light). [1550]. 
96mm 	A most attractive and distinct rimmed flower with a glistening pure white extremely 

round and flat perianth of highest show quality. The shallow bowl slightly ribbed cup is 
deep yellow with a beautiful 4mm clearly defined rim of deepest red. In First Prize 
Champ of Ire. 1993, Hillsborough 1998. Strong plant, good stein and neek.(Photor p.10) 

Each £17.50 / $26.00 

3W-GRR CRIMSON CHALICE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Irish Splendour a IMahmoucl x (Bravura x 
Glenwherry)] [D.677]. Perhaps the deepest red cup raised here and which may he 
described as a super Rockall. The small cup is neatly fluted and the perianth segments 
are flat and silken-smooth, broadly oval and placed at right angles to the cup. This tall, 
dark and handsome flower is consistently free of nicks or mitten fingers. First Prize 
London 1992, L996. 1997 (2). Each £7.50 / $11.50 



3W-YYO RIDGECREST, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Merlin O.P. [D.1249]. Of most unusual colouring 
this is a very attractive flower of consistent exhibition quality combined with great garden 
merit. The small pale yellow cup is clearly banded with an attractively mottled pattern of 
yellow and orange. The round, flat and pure white perianth is of Merlin quality but larger 
and free of nicks or mittens. Very strong sturdy plant which withstands rough weather 
and sunshine. Three £15.00 / $22.50 Each £6.00 / $9.00 

3W-GWR RINGWOOD, 4 (J. W. Blanchard). Purbeck x Kimmeridge [73/23A]. This flower 
combines the lusty vigour and size of Purbeck with the stylish refined form of 
Kimmeridge. It is a large imposing flower of great width. quality and suhstance. The 
attractively filled short cup has a well defined red edge. corn ,t shin, with a wink- nod 
zone and deep green centre. Very consistent exhibition bust ice !minion 190 
both Show and Competition. Best Division 3 London 	' 

Three 1 10.1)0 / $15.00 Each 	$6.00 

3W-0 SINGIN' PUB, 4 -5 (B. S. Duncan). Unknown Parentage - retrieved from Mi vett 
Seedlings. Probably .same as 'Cavalryman' 118131. A very large flower (Dia. 115mm) 
with icy white perianth and small saucer crown of deep and brilliant orange described in 
notes as a better 'Doctor Hugh', and similar style to 'Cavalryman'. Very free flowering 
and fast increaser. A very promising exhibition flower. Good stock. (Photo: p.11) 

Three £35.00 / $52.50 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

3W-YYR 	STEENBOK, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x Doctor Hugh. [1216]. Annual appraisal 
notes indicate that this is a much improved Mount Angel. With equal purity of whiteness 
it has greater substance, size, consistency and a more robust constitution. The neat 
shallow cup has a clearly defined 3 mm. bright red rim. A lovely Show flower well posed 
on a strong stem. Three £15.00 I $22.50 Each £6.00 / $9.00 

3W-YYR WAVELENGTH, 4 -5 (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x (Cul Reag x Doctor Hugh). 
[1649]. A really lovely rimmed flower of purest white and with an exceptionally red 3nun 
edge to the small bowl cup. The 103mm perianth is of wonderfully smooth consistent 
Show quality. Tall, strong plant, good neck. Very scarce. Each £12.50 I $18.50 

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils  
All White. W-W; W-GWW. 

3W-GWW SILVER CRYSTAL, 4 (B. S. Duncan), Cool Crystal x Monk.silver [D.665]. A small 
cupped pure white flower of smoothest texture, largest size and distinctive style. The 
major perianth segments are very broad and flat, the inner segments are mildly heart-
shaped and shovelled, resulting in a most attractive and perfect exhibition form. The 
small disc to shallow howl-shaped cup is slightly fluted and enhanced by a moss green 
eye. In winning Engleheart Cup Group 1986. First Prize London 1991, 1996. Best Div. 3 
London 1991. Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

3W-W 	SILVERWOOD, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Verona x Monksilver [D.8941. A.M.(e) 1996. A 
flower with very smooth and large pure white flat perianth of broadly rounded formation. 
The small, slightly expanded cup is mildly crenated and fluted, it opens pure white and 
displays an attractive greenish grey eye. A tall plant, good stem and neck providing 
perfect pose. First Prize, Best Division 3 Belfast 1991 and 1993. In Championship of 
Ireland 1992 and 1993; Murray Evans 1992; Ballymena "12" 1992; Engleheart 1993; 
Best Bloom in Show Belfast 1991. First Prize London 1997. 

Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50 
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3W-GOO DOCTOR HUGH, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Mohmoud x Don Carlos [D.411, A.M.(e) 1986. 
This is a first-class Show flower; it has the perianth whiteness of the Poets, and a 
brilliant, almost luminous, orange-red crown with green eye. Generally regarded as the 
best of its type. Best Division 3 and Best in Show Awards too numerous to list. 

Each £5.00 / $7.50 

3W-P 	EYEGLASS, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Cupid's Eve x (High Society x Valinor). [1563]. A 
105mm 	very pretty round flower of distinct Div. 3 appearance. With a flat frilled cup of lilac pink 

which is deeper at the rim, this is a most attractive and novel show flower which has 
great potential, for breeding better solid coloured Div. 3 Pinks. Some promising progeny 
in the pipeline. 	 Each £12.50 / $18.50 

3W-P 	EYELET, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). (High Society x Valinor) x Cupid's Eye. [1581]. Another 
104mm 	very round flower of show quality, similar in form to 'Eyeglass' but with an attractive 

salmon pink flat disc cup edged with a 5min darker rim. Perianth may tone in some 
seasons like its pollen parent. Another useful breeder for Div. 3 Pinks. Tall, strong plant. 

Each £12.50 / $18.50 

3W-YYP 	EYRIE, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Cupid's Eye x (High Society x Valinor). [1595]. Another 
100rnm 	of our Div. 3 Pink breeding team this flower has a clearly defined pure pink 2-3min band 

embellishing the pale yellow shallow cup. Petals open pure white and may slowly tone to 
lemon yellow in some climates. Some excellent show blooms. First Prize Omagh 1998; 
London 1999 - a contender for Best Bloom. (Photo: p.35) 	Each £15.00 I $22.50 

3W-R 	FRESNO, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). (Red Rooster x Verve) [1047]. A very large and 
impressive flower of great substance and quality with an intensely deep red small and 
slightly filled bowl cup. The broadly overlapping pure white perianth segments are of 
excellent Show quality enhanced by a reflecting "diamond dust" texture. Tall stem, good 
pose, robust plant. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

3W-YOR FYNBOS, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel .v Doctor Hugh. [1262]. Because of some 
seasonal and stage of maturity variation this flower might have, justifiably, been colour 
coded YYR or Y00. In whatever colour combination this is a magnificent exhibition 
flower with a round, flat and sparkling white perfect perianth. The neat shallow cup is of 
distinct, unusual and attractive shadings of yellow, orange and red from eye to margin. In 
winning '12' raised by Exhibition and Devonshire Cup Groups at London Late 
Competition 1995 and also a candidate for the Best Bloom Award. 

Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

HAWANGI, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Cul Beag x Doctor Hugh. 111301. This is a large 
(115 mm). and very sharp looking red and white Show flower of great contrast and deep 
colour. Described in seedling notes as a super Rockall and given annual 4 or 5 star 
ratings. Broadly ovate flat petals of smoothest texture provide a lovely background.` 
the deep red slightly lobed shallow cup. Good stem and neck, rapid increaser. 

Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.90 / $7.50 

LOCH ALSH, 4 (J. S. B. Lea). Sdg x Loch Assynt. A superb large round and perfect 
Show flower up to 115mm. The small yellow cup has an attractive pale orange hand. 
Great Show record. 	 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

ORANGE WALK, 3-4 (A. J. R. Pearson). Ki/worth .v (Fairy Tale .v Condit)). Large, 
rounded double triangle perianth backs a shallow saucer crown of glowing orange with a 
golden rim. In the Winning Pearson Engleheart Cup group 1995. 	Each £5.00 / $7.50 

PURBECK, 3-4 (J. W. Blanchard). Roimond x Arbor. A beautifully distinct and 
consistent Show flower with a sparkling white, smooth perianth. The neat goblet cup has 
a pale green eye and a band of glowing apricot-orange. Impressive Show record. Best 
Bloom London 1973, 1993. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

3W-R 

3W-YYO 

3W-00Y 

3W-YYO 
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3W-W 

3W-W 
Aust. 

VAL D'INCLES, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Verona x Cool Crystal [D.6951. This beautiful 
flower is of distinctive style in its class having a very wide, spreading and slightly 
reflexed perianth of broadly pointed "ace-of-spades" shaped segments. The rather flat and 
wide bowl-shaped cup is neatly crenate and perfectly proportioned. Tall, strong stem with 
good neck, free flowering and healthy plant. Shown in Engleheart Groups. G. L. Wilson 
Trophy 1992. First Prize London 1992. N.I.D.G Late 1996. 

Three £7.50 / $11.50 Each £3.001$4.50 

YUM-YUM, 3-4 ID. Jackson). Tall, striking almost perfectly round flower with glistening 
white perianth. Consistent show form. 	Three £15.00! $22.50 Each £6.00 / $9.00 

Div, 4 Double Daffodils 
Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-0/R; Y-W. 

Division 4 - Double Daffodils of Garden Origin 
One or more flowers to a stem, with doubling of the perianth segments or 
the corona or both. 

4Y-0 	BEAR SPRINGS, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan), (Gettysburg x Barnesdale Wood) x Smokey Bear 
110mm 	[1536]. An extremely bright and colourful well formed fully double flower with a 

consistent and flat six petal back. The well filled and neat centre shows a lot of red as the 
corona] segments predominate. First Prize, London 1997. A very robust double with 
excellent stern and neck. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

4Y-0 	CRACKINGTON, 3 (D. A. Lloyd/J. W. Blanchard). Golden Aura x Beauvallon. A very 
neat broad outer circle of perianth segments with nicely arranged inner whorls of yellow 
segments interspersed with deeply coloured red petaloids. Consistent exhibition flower on 
a good stein and neck. Strong grower. Best Division 4 London 1986 and prizes too 
numerous to list. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

4Y-0 	CROWNDALE, 3 (F. C. Postles). Loch Lundie x Flying Colours. Generally regarded as 
the best yellow/orange double for exhibition and with a record to match. Strong, vigorous 
plant with good stem and neck. Only a few to offer. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50 

4Y-W 	DOUBLEDAY, 4 (J. W. Blanchard). Daydream x (Pink Seedling x Irani). [80133A]. We 
think this attractive and novel flower is the first reverse bicolour double to be offered. A 
round medium-sized flower with predominantly pale greenish yellow petals fading to 
white at the base, The coronal segments are mainly white with some yellow but the 
general effect justifies description as a reverse bicolour double. Has attracted the attention 
of visiting hybridists and enthusiasts. Three .£15.00 / $22.50 Each E6-00 / $9.00 

4Y-0 	DUNKERY, 2 (D. A. Lloyd/J. W. Blanchard). Camelot x Beauvallon 175135C]. Of 
immense size and regular formal style with several whorls of petaloids and coronal 
segments backed by a broad spreading perianth. Attractively coloured in deep yellow and 
mid orange. Very strong plant, rapid increaser. Shown in winning 3 x 3 Doubles, London 
1992. Best Division 4 and Best in Show Belfast 1994. First Prize 13allymena 1994; 
London 1994. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

4Y-Y 	FLYING COLOURS, 3 (F. C. Pestles). Strines x Tahiti. An all yellow double that has 
both size and exhibition quality. Fertile both ways. 	 Each £5.00! $7.50 

4Y-R 	MONZA, 2 (B. S. Duncan). Smokey Bear .r Barnsdale Wood1D.8131. Perhaps one of the 
deepest coloured yellow/red doubles raised to date with great potential as a breeder as it 
is fertile both ways. Capable of winning prizes in the highest company and shown in 
winning "12" Seedling class at the London Competition 1985. Very tall, well posed. First 
Prize Belfast 1991. Three £7.50 $11.50 Each £3.001 $4.50 
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MORALEE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Smokey Bear x Altruist [D.6671. This is a large 
beautifully textured and nicely formed red and yellow double of excellent Show quality. 
It is of distinct style and has the potential to win prizes in august company. Best Division 
4 Ballymena 1988. In 3 x 3 Division 4 London 1992. First Prize N.I.D.G. Late 1996, 
London 1997. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

4Y-0 	PARADIGM, 3 (B. S. Duncan). (Gettysburg x Barnsdale Wood) x Smokey Bear. [1470]. 
The lovely round and flat six segment golden yellow back perianth is fronted by several 
whorls of smaller petaloids which are attractively and regularly interspersed with deep 
orange coronal segments. In profile the flower presents excellent right angle pose and 
ideal proportions (the depth of the flower measures one third of the diameter). A 
consistent show flower of lovely colour and form. In winning. I nie Ham 1994; 
First Prize Single Bloom !miion 1993, and Bellasi 19'1I I 1 ' '"it 

Three 05.00 / $52.50 Each v 15.00 I $22.50 

Div. 4 Double Daffodils  
White Perianth. W-Y; W-0/R. 

4W-Y 	ATHOLL PALACE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). R.3509 x Polonaise [D.703]. This flower 
promises to be a real challenger to Unique which it can match for size, substance and 
texture and which it surpasses in purity of whiteness, pleasing full form and 
attractiveness. A very tall, strong plant. First Prize Omagh 1995, London 1996, 2000. 
Best Div. 4 London 2000. Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50  ) 

---- 

4W-0 	CHUKAR, 4 (G. E. Mitsch). Guy Time .r Silken Sails. A large smooth white double With 

U.S.A. 	regularly formed petaloids and deep orange coronal segments. 	Each £4.00 / $6.00 

4W-0 	DUNADRY INN, 3 (B. S. Duncan). [Pink Chi,6on x (Rosegarland x Pink Sdg.)] x Pink 
Pageant. [1011]. From the same cross as Dorchester this flower resembles its illustrious 
sibling and matches it for fullness of form, symmetry and size. The broad spreading six-
piece back will please the purists, the inner petaloids are plentiful and evenly placed 
amongst which the warm apricot coronal segments are generously interspersed. Good 
stem and pose, very strong plant which makes good bulbs. Best Div. 4 London 1985. 
First Prize Omagh and London 1994, 1997. 

Three £35.00 I $52.50 Each £15.00 I $22.50 

GRAND OPENING, 3 (W. G. Pannill). Kingfisher x Gay Challenger. A well formed 
and attractive bright white/orange double well posed on strong stems. Each £4.001 $6.00 

ICE DIAMOND, 3.4 (G. E. Mitsch). Gay Time x Stainless. A truly beautifully formed 
clean white smooth double for exhibition. May be the best available.. 	Each £6.00 / $10.00 

KIWI MAGIC, 3 (M. Hamilton). Windblown x Sdg. Now fully acclimatised this 
magnificent large flower (110mm.) is now showing the quality which has gained it such a 
reputation as a consistent winner in New Zealand and Australia. Pure white immensely 
broad perianth segments, with lemon to cream inner segments. Each £10.00 / $15.00 

PIRAEUS, 3 - 4 	S. Duncan). Manterrico x Doctor Hugh [D.752]. A massive, 
syrnmeti teal and is ell filled flower held with perfect pose on a great round, strong and tall 
stem. The petals anJ petaloids are pueticus white and the coronal segments, which show 
to good effect are tieere,.1 orange red. A lovely round exhibition flower which also scores 
highly in profile. l'11!••1 Trite London 1991, 1993. Best Division 4 London 1991, N.I.D.G. 
1994, 1995. Three f10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

Pink Paradise x iPolonaise x (Interim x Rose Caprice)] 
i . s of pink ancestry have justifiably been colour coded as 
intense depth of colour in the coronal segments to merit 
smeill .  exhibition standard the flower is introduced 
nu and its hrecding potential . Good plant, long stem, 

Three £15.00 / $22.50 Each £6•00 / $9.00 

4Y-R 

4W-R 
U.S.A. 

4W-W 

4W-Y 
N.Z. 

4W -R 

4W-R RUBY ROSE, 4 (II. S. )union ).  

Some very deeply coloured Rowe 
Red. This fully double Rawer has 
its coding. Though some !towel 
primarily for its eXtViaulwil ! oli 

ideal pose.(Pluno: p,10) 
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SERENA BEACH, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Goy Song x Dallas. [D.983]. Truly a gigantic and 
attractive exhibition flower. The very broad size petal back is fronted by regular layers of 
white petaloids of decreasing size towards the centre which are interspersed with short, 
crinkly deep lemon-yellow coronal segments. The Show bench record speaks for itself. 
First Prizes London 1987, 1991. 1993, 1994. 1996, 1997; Belfast 1990, 1993; Omagh 
1987. 1993; N.I.D.G. Late Show 1993, 1996. Best Division 4 Belfast 1994. London 1997, 
Omagh 1997. Three £25.00 / $37.50 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

SERENA LODGE, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Smokey Bear x Sportsman [D.1081]. A flower 
of lovely colour, texture and substance with very well formed and regular six segment 
perianth of oily smoothness. The well filled centre shows a predominance of rich golden 
yellow coronal segments. A tall, strong and healthy free flowering plant. Consistent, 
durable and distinct flowers. First Prize Omagh 1987, 1993 and N.I.D.G. Late show 
1991. Belfast 1996. Best Division 4 Omagh 1993. First Prize London 1999. 

Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00  ). 

Div. 4 Double Daffodils 
Pink Doubles. W-P. 

4W -P 	•CALIFORNIA ROSE, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Pink Paradise ,r Seedling. [D.785]. This is 
one of the brightest and deepest coloured of all our pink doubles and has the added merit 
of having Poeticus white perianth segments. Of medium size, Lovely form and distinct 
character we regard highly for both Show and garden. Neat plant with ideal stern and 
pose, much admired by visitors. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 I $6.00 

4W-P 
	

DORCHESTER, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). [Pink Chiffon x (Rosegarland x Pink Sdg.) x Pink 
Pageant] [D.8981. Undoubtedly this is our earliest and best formed pink double to date. 
It is completely stable in the production of well-filled and regularly formed double 
flowers of beautifully clean pink and white. Too many 'Best in Show' and Best Div.4 
Awards to list. {Photo: p.38) Three £50.00 I $75.00 Each £20.00 / $30.00 

4W-P 
	

GRESHAM, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Blushing Maiden x Polonaise [D.872]. An 
outstandingly attractive, distinct and deeply coloured exhibition flower. The large, 
smooth and spreading pure white perianth backs a nicely proportioned centre of brilliant 
reddish pink and white segments. Ideal pose, strong stein and excellent plant. Normally 
fertile. (Photo: p.38) Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

4W-P 
	

PINK PAGEANT, 4 (B. S. Duncan). (Fataise x Debutante) x Polonaise [D.93]. A large 
flower with widespread, round, pure white perianth of heavy substance and smooth 
texture. The centre is filled with nicely-placed pink and white petaloids in about equal 
proportions. Well poised, strong stern; short neck; exceptionally durable. Fertile as pollen 
or seed parent. Best Double, London 1987, 1993. First Prize London 1992, 1993 and 
1994. Three £10.00 I $15.00 Each /4-00 I $6.00 

4W-P 
	

PINK PARADISE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). (Falaise x Debutante) x Polonaise [D.81]. The 
pure white and fine textured perianth, the complete absence of any copper or salmon tints 
in the bright rosy pink colouring and the attractive and consistent formation of the 
petaloids combine to make this a most refined exhibition flower. Strong vigorous plant, 
good stem and neck, exceptionally durable. Fertile both ways. (Photo: p.38) 

Three £10-00 / $15.00 Each £4.001$6.00 

4W-P 
	

TEMPLE CLOUD, 3-4 (J. W. Blanchard). Dailmanach x Cloud's Hill. An outstanding 
large exhibition pink double of exquisite form and colouring. The pure white back petals, 
always numbering six, are broad, spreading and flat and provide a wonderful background for 
the numerous whorls of regularly spaced petaloids which are generously interspersed with 
delightfully pure pink coronal segments. With excellent profile and pose and very strong 
stems this flower promises to challenge the current supremacy of 'Dorchester'. Best Div. 4 
London 1997. Fertile as a pollen parent. (Photo: p.34). Each £60.001 $90.00 

4W-Y 

4W. Y 

V 



2W-GWP CUPIDS EYE 3Y-GYP ETHEREAL BEAUTY 2W-GWP ICE DANCER 
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4W-P 	WALDORF ASTORIA, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan), Pink Pageant x (Passionate x Polonaise) 
11).6341. A.M(c) 1996. A large, very round flower with a good back. It is consistently 
fully double showing a lot of peachy-pink corona segments which reflex to show colour 
to best advantage, these are interspersed with neatly arranged white petaloids. Good stem, 
neck and pose. First Prize N.I.D.G. Late Show 1988, 1996. Best Division 4 Omagh 1992. 
First Prize London 1995, 1996, 1997. Omagh 1996. (Photo: p.39) Each £10.00 / $15.00 

Div. 5 Triandrus 

 

Division 5 — Triandrus Daffodil Cultivars 
Characteristics of N. triandrus clearly evident.  u ■ uall ■ 	on , re 
pendant flowers to a stem; perianth NeginetaN lefieled 

   

5W-P 
U.S.A. 

5W-Y 
U.S.A. 

5W-W 
U.S.A. 

5W-W 
U.S.A. 

AKEPA, 4 ((i. E. Mitsch) Accent .s N. triton/nes ohms. the In i tunstanding pink ti lunch a 
hybrid. Usually two beautifully formed blooms per stem with milk white petals awl 
goblet shaped soft pink coronas. Excellent show flower. Each £10.00 / $15.00 

LAPWING, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). Silver Bells D.P. One of few fertile Div. 5 hybrids, this is 
an attractive flower with clear contrast between the white perianth and lemon bell shaped 
cup. 	 Each £3.00 I $4.50 

MISSION BELLS, 3 -4 (G. E. Mitsch). Silver Bells O.P. An excellent pure white 
triandrus with 2-3 flowers per stem. A well proportioned show flower. Very limited stock 
Reputed to be fertile. 	 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

SILVER BELLS, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). [(Daisy Schaffer x Polindra) x N. Triandrus Albus] 
A really lovely white triandrus with 2-3 graceful and well spaced florets per stem. Good 
Show flower. 	 Each £2 , 00 / $3.00 

Div. 6 Cyclamineus 
Division 6 — Cyclamineus Daffodil Cultivars 
Characteristics of N. cyclamineus clearly evident: one flower to a stem; 
perianth segments significantly reflexed; flower at an acute angle to the 
stem, with a very short pedicel ("neck"). 

6W-YWP DELIA, 4 (B. S. Duncan). (Interim x Aosta) x Foundling [D.563]. This is a pure white 
and soft apple blossom pink flower of lovely texture and curved and classic symmetry. 
Cup colour changes as flower matures to WPP. Rather taller than most of its type, this is 
a vigorous free-flowering plant. First Prize London 1985. 

Three £5.00 / $7.50 Each £2-00 I $3.00 

6W-W 	DELTA FLIGHT, 2-3 (II. S. Duncan). Lilac Charm x Lavender Lass [13.6301, This most 
delightful flower opens with a hint of translucent pink in the cup and which quickly fades to 
pure while. Similar in style to Dove Wings but with a more attractive bell-shaped cup. 
Unusual for a Division 6 flower it has a "diamond dust" studded texture which glistens 
beautifully. First Prize 1.1)11,iini 1991, 1992, 1996. Murray Evans Award U.S.A. 1991 and 
Helen Link Award 199 t,liellast 1993. Three £7.501 $1L50 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

6Y-Y 
	

DUIKER, lilt S 1 nni, .1111 I. OM Gold x N. cyclamineus. [1406]. A charming sturdy little 
6.linm 
	deep golden 11,,,•i ''II .) .wins with appropriately proportioned foliage making an ideal 

plant. With 1,,..1,11, Intl ,, ..1,,,,,rill Mid distinctly reflexed petals and a straight mouthed 
cylindrical It nil lil•, ilw 1• .11, I . ,1 {111111 ';11()W flower for early in the season and will make 
an ideal garden p, : ii 11,. I I . I ■ II 11 .. I IC I Ii I i I wider distribution. First prizes NIDG Early 
1989 and London I 991, 11,11 1,,,,,nw It 1995, Belfast 1999, 2000. (Photo: p.39) 

Each £12.50 / $18.50 



Div. 7 Jonquilla 
Division 7 - Jonquilla and Apodunthus Daffodil Cultivars 
Characteristics of Sections Jonquilla or Apodanthi clearly evident: one to five 
(rarely eight) flowers to a stem; perianth segments spreading or reflexed; 
corona cup-shaped, Jimnel-shaped or flared, usually wider than long; flowers 

usually fragrant. 

0'  
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6Y-Y 	ELFIN GOLD, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Golden Joy x N. Cyc? [D.654]. This is a beautifully 
rounded little reflexed flower of polished golden texture with a nicely bell-shaped 3/4 
length corona. Unusually heavy substance gives added durability. Stem 14" high, good 
pose, strong healthy plant. First Prize Single Bloom Classes - R.H.S. 1983, 1985, 1988, 
1990, 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000. In winning 3 x 3 Division 6 London 1988; Best 
Division 6 Omagh 1986; Enniskillen 1987; Belfast 1991. Best Division 5-9 London 1992. 
First Prize Belfast 1993, 1996. Best Bloom N.I.D,G. 1994. 

Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

6W-GWP ELIZABETH ANN, 4 (B. S. Duncan). D. Seedling x Foundling ID.419]. A truly lovely 
little flower of ideal and consistent exhibition form and absolutely distinct. Nicely-
rounded and reflexed pure white petals of smoothest texture; the rather bowl-shaped cup 
has a sharply-defined narrow rim of a delightful shade of rose pink. Best Division 6 ak 
1987 American National Show. Best Bloom Cornwall County 1990. First Prize London 
1990, 1991, 1995, 1997, 1999. Omagh 1996. Three £7.50 / $11.50 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

6Y-YYO 	EMPEROR'S WALTZ, 1-2 (G. E. Mitsch). Sdg. x N.cyclaminetts. A lovely gaiten and 
U.S.A. 	show flower with well reflexed deep golden petals and a deep orange widely flanged and 

flared trumpet. 	 Three £12.00 / $18.00 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

6W-P 	KAYDEE, 3.4 (B. S. Duncan). Foundling x Delta Wings [D.662]. Quite the brightest and 
hottest pink of any flower we have raised, almost like a glowing red hot poker. The 
crown is beautifully proportioned, bell mouthed, lightly lobed and fluted. The perianth is 
nicely reflexed, of purest white and enhanced by glistening reflection of "diamond dust". 
Included in First Prize, 3 x 3 Division 6 Class at London 1988, 1991, 1994, 1999. Best 
Division 6 at Enniskillen 1988. Murray Evans Trophy 1991. First Prize London 1992. 
Belfast 1996. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

6W-GPP 	LILAC CHARM, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan), Roseworthy x (R.562 x Rose Caprice) [D.421. A 
much-coveted little beauty with character, style and refinement. The white well-reflexed 
petals are in nice proportion to the full-length beautifully-flanged trumpet which is of 
lovely unfading lilac-pink shade, enhanced by deep green throat. Show Awa,rdS too 
numerous to list. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 106.00 

6W-W 	MARY LOU, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Lilac Charm x Lavender Lass [D.664]. A really pie 
perky and petite little character, best appreciated at close quarters. The reflexed pure 
white petals glisten as though coated with diamond dust. The neatly expanded and 
serrated corona opens a delicate pale lilac and gradually fades to pure white. Very neat 
little plant with stem length appropriate to flower size. Very good Show specimen. 

Three £7.50 / $11.50 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

6W-Y 	PHALAROPE, 2 (G. E. Mitsch). Titania x N.cyclamineus sdg. A strongly reflexed 
U.S.A. 	bicolour of pleasing form with milk white petals and a cylindrical deep lemon yellow 

flared trumpet. 	 Each £2.00 I $3.00 

6Y-YPP 	PROTOTYPE, 3 (B. S. Duncan). Unknown Pedigree. A most attractive novelty of 
undoubted cyclamineus character. An appropriately sized flower (only 2" / 52 mm. 
diameter) and plant with 10' / 255 mm. stems. The lemon yellow perianth segments are 
beautifully reflexed and the proudly displayed trumpet-shaped cup of attractive salmon-
pink is mildly notched and expanded. Great breeding potential. First Prize London 1993, 
1995, 2000. (Photo: p.39) Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

6Y-Y 	RAPTURE, 2 (G. E. Mitsch). Nazareth x N.Cyclamineus. An outstanding flower and 
U.S.A. 	probably the most popular yellow cyclamineus hybrid for exhibition. Beautifully reflexed 

with a formal straight trumpet, ideal pose and outstandingly durable in the garden or as a 
cut flower for home or for show. 	 Three £9.00 / $13.50 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

6W-GPP 	REGGAE, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Roseworthy x Foundling. [D.450]. Scores highly for 
form, colour, freedom from nicks, reflex and size appropriate to Division 6. The deep 
pink green-eyed cup is of beautifully-proportioned narrow and slightly expanded 
cylindrical form. Neat, tidy, free-flowering plant, rather earlier than most of its type. First 
Prize 3 x 3 Division 6 London 1994, 1999. First Prize Single Bloom London 1994: 

Three £5.00 / $7.50 Each £2.00 / $3.00 

6W W 	SHEER JOY, 2-3 (B. S. Duncan). Joybell x Lilac Charm [D.7781. A most beautifully 
formed flower which is extremely consistent in the production of top quality Show 
flowers. The very smooth perianth segments are distinctly reflexed and overlapping. The 
long cylindrical trumpet is attractively rolled and changes from pale buffish yellow with 
hints of lilac pink to white as the flower matures. Best Division 6 A.D.S. National Show. 
Murray Evans Trophy 1991 and in winning Div. 5-9 London 1996. First Prize London 
1999 (2), 2000. Each £5.00 / $7.50 

6Y-Y 	SUZIE DEE, 2-3 (B. D. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cychuninetts. I1483A]. The slender, 
pert and elegant flyaway style of the species is retained in this perfectly proportioned 
little hybrid. The overlapping and gracefully reflexed petals are of rolled gold mid-yellow 
texture and colour. The neat trumpet, of the same colour is slightly expanded and 
attractively lobed. Excellent for Show or garden, free flowering cm I 0" 12511 min.) shun 
well above the leaves. Two First ['rims London 199 , 1. Iwo Hist Pi ire'. liell.e.1 199 I I le( 
Prize London and Best I)i v. 5-9 LondonHahn 1995, (Photo: p.39) 

Three £20.00 $39.110 Each (8.1111 / $12.1/11 

6Y-Y 	SUZIE'S SISTER, 2 flt S. Duncan). Ellin Gold N. 	 I.1}{ ;Ill I'll7111 the 
same cross as 'Susie I toe' and flowering just a hint car tier, this is an equally elegant ;aid 
refined flower hut is hisIinguished by a very formal 'stove pipe' mouth of the long 
corona. Excellent for show or garden. 	Three £20.00 / $30.00 Each £8.00 / $12.00 

6W-WWP SWALLOW WING, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Mary Kate x Swingwing [1380B]. We hesitated 
to name this flower because the degree of reflex is variable depending on weather 
conditions. For show purposes the petals press back beautifully resulting in an elegant 
and refined specimen of pure white except for the delicate and attractive apple blossom 
pink rim. Very consistent, good stems and appropriate pose. Very free flowering. 
(Photo: p.39) 	 Three £12.50 / $18.50 Each £5.00 / $7.50 

VICKIE LINN, 3 (Dr. J. Reed). Little Princess x Milestone. The best 6Y-P to date with 
light yellow symmetrical swept back petals and a short deep pink cup. Should be fertile 
giving promise of even better flowers in future. 	 Each £15.00 / $22.50  

6Y-WWY WHEATEAR, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). Mitylene x N.cyclantineus sdg. One of the few 
USA. 	reversed bicolour Div. 6 flowers. Most attractive, lemon yellow perianth with trumpet 

opening the same colour, becoming pure white, with yellow at the rim 
Three £7.50 / $11.50 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

ELAND, 4 (0. E. Mitsch). A beautifully smooth and well formed white jonquil hybrid 
with 2-3 flowers per stem. Prolific. 	 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

FLYCATCHER, 4.5 (0. L. Mitsch). Beautiful and prolific small flowered fragrant 
jonquil hybrid. 	 Three £5.00 / $7.50 Each £2.00 / $3.00 

HILLSTAR, 4-5 (0. E. Mitsch) DavtIr•ani .t N. intuit: Ma. A beautiful reverse Jonquilla 
with 2-3 flowers per stem which has already proven it's worth as a parent in this division 
of mostly sterile flowers. 	 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

INTRIGUE, 4 (W. 0. l'anniH Niumer/) v N. Jonquilla. Undoubtedly the best reverse 
bicolour jonquilla hybrid for exhibition. Beautifully smooth flowers of excellent contrast, 
several blooms per stem, strong growing, tial free flowering plant. Deserves much wider 
recognition. Each £3•00 / $4.50 

6Y-P 
U.S.A. 

7W-W 
U.S.A. 

7Y-Y 
U.S.A. 

7YYW-W 
U.S.A. 

7Y -W 
U.S.A. 



Div. 11 Split Corona Daffodils 
Division 11 - Corona split - usually for more than half its length 
(a) Collar Daffodils - Split-corona daffodils with the corona segments 
opposite the perianth segments; the corona segments usually in two 

whorls of three. 
(b) Papillon Daffodils - Split corona daffodils with the corona segments 
alternate to the perianth segments; the corona segments usually in a 
single whorl of six. 
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7W-W 	LADIES CHOICE, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Quickstep D.P. [1336]. This, our first Division 
7 introduction, is, we think, the whitest flower of its type that we have seen. Consistent 
Exhibition flower, has been Best Div. 7 in London. (Photo: p.34). Each £1500 / $22.50 

7Y-Y 	MARZO, 1 (J. W. Blanchard). Falstaff x N. cordubensis. A very early flowering Jonquil 
with flowers measuring up to 2'/2 inches (60 mm.) which have broad yellow petals and a 
self-coloured cup. Often with two flowers on the short sturdy stems (c. 10 ins. / 250 
mm.). Durable, free flowering and desirably distinct on account of its earliness and 
stocky well proportioned plant habit, First Prize London 1996. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

7Y-W 	ORYX, 4 (0. E. Mitsch). Aircastle x N. Jonquilla. A flower of the smoothest form, lemon 
U.S.A. 	lemon yellow in colouring when first open, the cup fades to near white and the perianth 

deepens in colour. Two or three flowers per stem. Good Show flower. Good plant, free 
flowering. 	 Three £5.00 / $7.50 Each £2.00 $3.00 

7W-P 	QUICK STEP, 3-4 (G.& Mitsch). Wild Rose x N. jonquilla. Ivory white perianth and 
U.S.A. 	very pale pink neat cup. Good form but primarily grown as a breeder for improvement 

and extension of the colour range in Division 7. and inter-divisional hybrids. 
Each £3.00 / $4.50 

7W-P 	RISING STAR, 3-4 (W. G. Pannill). Sdg. x N. jonquilla. A most attractive tall strong 
U.S.A. 	growing jonquilla hybrid with several well spaced intermediate sized flowers per stem. 

Good quality white perianths and neat short apple blossom pink cups. Fragrant. 
Each £8.00 / $12.00 

7Y-0 	WHIPCORD, 1 (J. W. Blanchard). Falstaff x N. cordubensis. A most charming and 
bright little flower from this successful cross which is producing short, sturdy, durable 
and well proportioned first early jonquils. The broad smooth deep yellow perianth 
surround an orange, almost sunproof funnel-shaped corona. Stem length c.10 inches (250 
mm.), flower diameter c. 2 inches (50 mm.). A great addition for early Shows and an 
excellent garden plant. Each £4.00 / $6.00 

Div. 8 Tazetta 
Division 8 - Tazetta Daffodil Cultivars 
Characteristics of Section Tazettae clearly evident: usually three to twenty 
flowers to a stout stem; perianth segments spreading not reflexed; flowers 
usually fragrant. 

8Y-0 
	

CASTANETS, 2-3 (W. G. Pannill). Matador x Grand Soleil d'Or. Three - eight bright 
U.S.A. 	golden yellow and deep orange - red flowers per stem.. 	 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

8W-Y 
	

CHORUS LINE, 3 (W. G. Pannill). Matador x N. triandrus. A worthy variety with 
U.S.A. 	several well formed 80mm blooms per stem with pure white perianths and short saucer 

lemon yellow crowns. 	 Each £10.00 / $15.00 

8Y-0 	MATADOR, 3 (Oregon Bulb Farms). Attractive fragrant yellow/orange Tazetta which is 
U.S.A. 	still useful for breeding purposes. 	 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

8Y-R 
	

TUGGLE SDG. 66/49, 2 (1-1. Tuggle). Unknown. Originally sent to us from California by 
U.S.A. 	Bill Roese, this is the toughest, brightest and best Tazetta of this colour combination that 

we have been able to grow in this climate. Usually 4-6 flowers on each very strong round 
stem. Vigorous, free flowering. 	 Three £7.50 / $11.50 Each £3.00 / $4.50 

Div. 9 Poeticus 
Division 9 - Poeticus Daffodil Cultivars 
Characteristics of the N. poeticus group: usually one flower to a stem; 
perianth segments pure white; corona very short or disc-shaped, usually with 
a green and/or yellow centre and a red rim, but sometimes of a single colour; 
flowers usually fragrant. 

9W-GYR 	CAMPION, 5 (B. S. Duncan 1. A4111111 i Contaloile 11).5041. A .1)4 (c) 1996, A very 
vigorous and free-flowering addition to the - Poets" with medium sized, pure white, 
slightly incurs ,  ed perianth segments. Tlw crown is a Ilat disc with a pale green eye, 
primrose central zone and a fine led rim. I first Prize London 1984. Ballymena 1992. 

Three £5.00 / $7.50 Each £2.00 / $3.00 

9W-GYR KAMAU, 4 (B. S. Duncan). Como D.P. (D.910]. A poet of perfect Show form in rather 
rounded style. Its outstanding characteristic is that the cup retains its bright red rim for the 
whole life of flower - even in bright sunny conditions. Good strong plant, ideal for garden 
and exhibition. First Prize London 1993. Each £3.00 / $4.50 

9W-GYR PATOIS, 4-5 (B. S. Duncan). Como x Lisbane or Perdita x Lisbane [D.1247]. A.M.(e) 
1996. Our best traditional poeticus which has consistently had good reports as a vigorous, 
healthy Show flower with unusually strong straight green foliage for a Division 9 plant. A 
round, perfectly formed flower which has a flat disc corona with a broad red band. Better 
substance and more sunproof than most poets. First Prize N.I.D.G. Late Show 1993. 
London 1997. Three £10.00 / $15.00 Each £4.00 / $6.00 

COOL EVENING, 3 (G. E. Mitsch). (Precedent x Accent) x Phantom. One of the most 
refined of the Mitsch pink split corona daffodils which combines appealing strong pink 
colour with a Show quality perianth. Good plant and rapid increaser. 

Three £15.00 / $22.50 Each £7.50 / $11.50 

DIVERSITY, 3-4 (B. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance. [ 1785]. Our first true split 
corona introduction. Though this flower has not reached our target in perianth quality it is 
nevertheless a very attractive flower which shows sufficient promise to give hope for the 
future and to win prizes in its class in the meantime. Consistency seems to be an 
inevitable problem with splits but this one gives a high proportion of show flowers with 
an evenly split deep pink cup which pales on the outer edge. In winning 3 x Div. 11 
London 1997, 1998. 1999 (2) First prize Single Bloom NIDG Early 1998, London 1997, 
1999, 2000. (Photo: p.I0) Each £17.50 / $26.00 

1 laW-P 
U.S.A. 

llaW-PPW 
98mtn 
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FRESCO, 2-3 (7. Gerritsen). Canasta Sdg. The best exhibition split corona daffodil 
I had seen in Holland. With a lovely wide, flat and smooth perianth of ivory white and a 
regularly lobed split cprona of deep lemon yellow with a hint of green in the eye and an 
outer Smm band of white it is a most attractive show flower and should have good 
breeding potential. Strong and vigorous, ideal pose. Each £5.00 / $7.50 
MENEHAY, 3 (R. A, Scamp) Paracutin x Top Hit. A medium sized flower of double 
triangular flat form and with a bright orange red lightly frilled corona split to the base 
and extending half the length of the perianth. 	 Each £4.00 / $6.00 
TRIGONOMETRY, 3 (Elise Havens) Recital x Phantom. One of the best and most 
consistent of the American split corona daffodils. With a well formed white perianth 
and a symmetrical and evenly split corona of bright pink this is an excellent flower for 
garden or exhibition. Each £7.501 $11.25 

1 

POSTCARDS  (approx. 6" x 4") 

As above — plain on back to allow 
for your own personalisation. 

10 cards —12.00 / $3.00 

Some 2000 Show Results 
Duncan Raised Daffodils (except those marked * ) 

Only Special Awards and First Prizes noted. Other Exhibitors credited where applicable 

LONDON R.H.S. DAFFODIL SHOW 11 - 12 APRIL 
The Engleheart Cup. 12 Cultivars bred and raised by the exhibitor. 

Arleston 	Cape Point 	State Express 	Queens Guard 
June Lake 	Surrey 	Doctor Hugh 	Gold Ingot 
Sdg. 93/42 	Dorchester 	Lennymore Ice Dancer 

Three Cultivars, three stems each, from Div.1-3. 
Gold Ingot 	June Lake 	Lennymore 

Three Cultivars, three sterns of each. Div.4, 
Atholl Palace 	Dorchester 	Kiwi Magic*  

Three Cultivars, three stems of t•ch, Div. I I 
1685 Diversity Sovereign* 

Three cultivars, Any Div. three stems of earn. with pink colouring in the lup. 
Cryptic* 	ha 	 Media Girl 

Single Bloom Classes - (Awarded Silver-Gilt Simmonds Medal for Highest Points). 
1Y-Y 2189 (Sperrin Gold x Ethos) 	2Y-Y 	Gold Ingot 	 2Y-R Tropical Heat (E.G.B. Jarman) 

2Y-W Alton Ha* 	 2W-P(rim) High Society (M. Bird) 	4W-P Dorchester f E.G.B. Jarman) 

6Y-Y Elfin Gold (NA. mar) 	6W-P 	Lilac Charm (N. Watson) 6W- Sheer Joy 
11 Y - 1940 (Tiritomba x Lennsmore) 11W - 	Diversity 

Best Bloom Awards. 
Best in Show/Best Div. 2 Tropical Heat (Lan. roman) 
Best Div. 11 	Sdg. 1940 (Tiritomba x Lennymore) 

BALLYMENA DAFFODIL SHOW 15th APRIL 
Twelve Varieties - one stem of each. 

Goldfinger 	June Lake 
Doctor Hugh 	Surrey 
Ethos 	Queens Guard 

Six Varieties - three stems of each. 
Gold Ingot 	Doctor Hugh 
Dorchester 	Goldfinger 

Single bloom Classes. 
2Y/0- Honeyorange 
Div. 4 Dorchester 

LONDON LATE R.H.S. DAFFODIL COMPETITION 2.5 - 26 APRIL 
The John Lea Trophy - 12 cultivars bred and raised by the exhibitor. 

Crevenagh 	Busselton 	1547 (3Y -R) 	 1703 (1W-P) 
Drama Queen 	2210 (2Y -R) 	Amazing Grace 	2260 (31V- GM 

Korora Bay 	2234 (zw-o) 	Pooka 	 Libby 

The Devonshire Trophy - 12 cultivars representing at least three Divisions. 
Serena Beach 	State Express Crimson Chalice Arleston 
Gold Ingot 	Soprano 	Honeyorange 	Chanson 
June Lake 	Ahwahnee 	Fynbos 	Coromandel 

One bloom Intermediate - Bred by the exhibitor. 	Lauren (was Sdg. 1871) 

Single Bloom Classes. (Awarded Silver-Gilt Simmonds Medal for Highest Points). 
1Y-Y 	Goldfinger (D. Matthews) 1W-Y Asante 	 IW-W 
1W-P Chanson 	 2Y- Y Golden Sheen (G. Ridley) 20-R 

2W-Rim Glen Lake* 	2W-P Libby 	 2W-P( rim) 

2W-W Sheelagh Rowan* 
3Y-O/R fake 
3W-Rim Busselton 
6Y-Y Rapture* 
Div. 9 Kamau (Mrs. P. Cox) 

Best Bloom Awards. 
Best in Show/Best Div. 2 Tropical Heat (D_ Matthews) 

Best Div. 6 	Delia (Mrs. J. Suddell) 

Best Div. 6 Lilac Charm (N. Watson) 

Best Novice. Ethos (RA. Stewart) 

Arleston 
	

Cape Point 
Pulsar 
	

Gold Ingot 
Bouzouki 
	

Chanson 

Lennymore 
June Lake 

3W- Doctor Hugh 

3 Y- Y Nonchalant* 	 3Y-Rint 
30-R Bossa Nova (.r. Goddard) 	3W-R 
3W-P Eyeglass (R. Wiseman) 	4W-Y 
6W -P Delia (Mrs. J. Sadden) 	6W - W 

White Star* 
Dawn Run 
June Lake 
Triple Crown (J. Sudell) 

Doctor Hugh (G. Ridley) 

Athol' Palace (c. Gilman) 
Sheer Joy (J. Goddard) 

Rest Div. 4 Athoil Palace C. Gilman) 

Best Div. 11 Drama Queen 
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NORTHERN IRELAND DAFFODIL GROUP SHOW, BELFAST 29 - 30 APRIL 
The Championship of Ireland - 12 varieties representing at least three divisions. 

Goldfinger 	Soprano 	 State Express 	Doctor Hugh 
Savoir Faire 	Garden News June lake 	 Barnesgold 
Ahwahnee 	1736 (11W.P/W) 	 Honeyorange 	Ice Dancer 

The Royal Mail Trophy. Six varieties, three blooms of each. 
Serena Beach 	State Express 	 Doctor Hugh  
Bouzonki 	Korora Bay 	 Angelito  

Three Bloom Classes. Three varieties, three blooms of each. 
Div. 1 	Goldfinger 	Chanson 	Barnesgold 
Div. 2 	Savoir Faire 	Coromandel 	Libby 
Div. 3 	Garden News 	Steenbok 	Triple Crown 
Div. 4 	Dunadry Inn 	Paradigm 	Atholl Palace  
Pinks 	Savoir Faire 	Cape Point 	Libby 

Single Bloom Classes, 
IY-Y 	Ethos 	 1W- 	Korora Bay 	2Y-R 	Sun Trap 
2Y-rirrt 	Shangani 	 2 Y-P 	2250 	 2W-O/R Nether Barr 
3Y - O/R 	Little Karoo rAl. 	4W-V 	Serena Beach 	4W-P 	Dorchester 

Best Bloom Awards. 
Best in Show/Best Div. 1 	Barnesgold 	Best Div. 2 	Chinchilla W. Turhito 
Best any other Div. 	1736 11aW-PP1W (Savoir Faire x Party Time}. 

OMAGH DAFFODIL, SHOW 6 MAY 
Twelve Varieties - one srem of each. 

Savoir Faire 	Skywalker 	 Singin' Pub 	Armidale 
Pooka 	 Soprano 	 ex91/21 	 Soft Focus 
2325 (4W-Y) 	Shindig 	 Naivasha 	Jake 

Six Varieties - three stems of each. 
Serena Beach 	 Armidale 
Jake 	 Eyrie 
Songket 	 Shindig 

Single Bloom Classes 
2Y - 	State Express 	2W- 	Savoir Faire 	3?- 	Jake 
3W- 	Wavelength 	Div. 4 	Serena Beach 	Div. 6 	Prototype 

Best Bloom Awards. 
NAIVASHA 	 2W-P GRESHAM 	 4W-P SOPRANO 	 2W -GUI' Best in Show/Best Div. 4/Best Seedling 2325 (4W-I) (Serena Lodge x Gay Kybo) 

Best Oiv. 2 	Libby 	Best Div. 3 	Jake 

OTHER "BEST IN SHOW" AWARDS  
Livermore CA. 	Surrey (Kirby Fong) 

Murphys CA. 	 Solar Tan {Wayne Steele) 

Fortuna CA. 	 Surrey (Dr. Sion Baird) 

Delaware D.S. 	 Tropical Heat (Kathy Anderson) 

Wichita, KS. 	 Fragrant Rose (Hay Morissetre) 

Edgewater MD. 	Triple Crown (Joanna Tilghman} 

Yakima WA. 	 Dateline (Nancy Cameron) 

Cincinnati OH. 	 Little Karoo (Clay Higgins) 

Peterborough NH. 	Fragrant Rose (Rid., ri Ezell) 

Glencoe IL. 	 Ring Fence lNancy ellipai) 
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21 	 Signorina 	  24 Xunantunich 	 15 

Silver Bells 	  35 

Ocean Blue 	 21 	1-"" Silver Crystal 	 31 Young Blood 	 20 

Orange Walk 	 30 :....." Silver Surf 	  25 Yum Yum 	  32 

Oregon Pioneer 	 16,,  Silverwood 	  31✓ 

Oryx 	  28 	. Singin' Pub 	  31 ,---"*. 

Skywalker 	  101--7"  

Pacific Rim 	 17 	i..-- -  Slipstream 	  6  °y/ 
Paradigm 	  33 Soft Focus 	 194f 
Party Time 	 22 Solar System 	 6 

Patois 	  39 Solar Tan 	  271.■-•  
Permissive 	  25 Soprano 	  22 1,/' 

Phalarope 	  36 Special Envoy 	 15 

Phinda 	  22 L.''' .  Sperrin Gold 	 12 

Pink Pageant . 34 '—''''' Split Image 	  22 

Pink Paradise 	 34 --.... Spring Morn 	 16 

Pink Perry 	 9 -----"". Stanway 	  27 1 

Pink Silk 	  13 --/"" Steenbok 	  31 

Piraeus 	  33 Sugarbird 	  22 	A.  
Pol Crocan 	 22 Summer Solstice 	 10411 
Pol Voulin 	 22 	• Sun Trap 	  IS 1. 

Pooka 	  9'-' -*".  Suzie Dee 	  37'--"--  

Portfolio 	  14 Suzie's Sister 	 37 

Powerstock 	 19 ''''''. Swallow Wing 	 37.1 aulcarl 
Prairie Fire 	 

Prototype 	  36 Temple Cloud 	 34 U_DALTamaccum. 
Pulsar 	  22 Terracotta 	  

INDEX — continued 
CLASSIFICATION OF DAFFODILS 

Revised with arm From July 1998 
The Classification of Daffodil, I below l whit II "ear lido 1 ,114 In 1111 a 1 , 11,  lig ,  011.0.1 , a the 1.000111g le via Mos. made mine Mao. 

DIVISION 6 	(i) 	Now reads rise Palle/ to a mem, 	molly one flower to N Meal 

00 	Now trials perianth icamerds alsalhatualy reficulL nil 11(101011111111111 welt re Heard 

DIVISION 7 	lies been wadi teen to include the hinxelettirlir 01 Sei sum Aportonlitil 

DIVISION a 	I las been rewo nen wowed 	a11.1. 01 Sr, 11011 I amide 

DIVISION 9 	I ho loamtewitarn mule. the rhalic wooer sot Ore N 	in vow 

DIVISION 10 	 cowls 111111 ,00x110111 D.11104111 1)1110011a. not Species. Wild Vu ionic mid Will I lyluida. 

DIVISION It 	I las been sub-divided. 

DIVISION 13 (i) 	I las been created for daffodils disfingtoshed solely by boliam al onuir 
These were formerly in Division l() 

00 	Includes descriptions of the botanical sections to which Ihvssia, II italtiollb, ore Notsnell. Nil Nogg 	ies 1011 Vet Mil ilielasiOrl of 
definitions of these botanical sections. Please refer to'  he International 	RegInter and I 'leak died 01 

SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION 
1. The Classification of a daffodil eultivar shall be that which was submitted by the person registering the cahoot, m shall he baked to the dea•riptimt and 

measurements submitted by such person. 

2 The Classification shall consist of a divisitm number and a colour code (e.g. I Y-Y, 2 YW-W, 3 W-WWR,  4  Y.()) 

3. The numbered division in which a daffodil cultism may be placed arc defined below and illustrated on opium& page 

4. Measurements taken in determining between Division I, 2 and 3 will be those °idle flower of maturity, The length of the perianth segments is the 
from the tip of one segment when flattens,' out to the have of ale COMO. the length of the corona is the measurement limn the haw of Ile pellatilli acraienla lo 

the furthest margin of the corm.. 

5. (a) The colours and equivalent code letters that may he used to describe a daffodil cultivar will be those of the flower at 11111111114 hey mr an (ohm.: 

White or whitish 	W 	 Pink 

° 

Orange 	  

In distinguishing Orange Imo Red in daffodil classification, 

Yellow  	 tel 

 borderline colours including and on the yellow side of RIB Ohinge (lump 19 me rid to he 
Orange; those including and an the purple side of orange-Red Group 30 are Red, 

(h) The colour code shall crnal:a of two letters. or two groups of letters, separated by a hyphen. the tweets) following the hyphen ehall des, ravIlle t.100.1 din 
'trumpet" or "cup"). 

B) For purposes of description, the perianth segments shall be divided into three zones - outer zone, mid-zone, and base. and the t m011.1 hob, three ben, rye 
zone. mid-zone and rim. 

Id) lithe perianth segments are substantially of a single choice, a single code letter shah describe them if they are of mine dim mw 111101i1. 	 11.01 dmie 
code tenors shall be used. describing the outer zone before the mid-zone and/or base. 

Note: If a collier is registered with more than one colour in the perianth segments, the major area of colour shall Marione die rho. in which it may he 
shown_ For example. although they have white in the perianth, oultivars registered 2 YYWAV may be shown in a class motoring those who It are 2 Y•W 

(e) If the corona is substantially of a single colour, a single code letter shall describe it. if it is of more than one colour. time crate tettets shall he used, 
describing the eye-zone before the mid-zone and rim. 

Nate: The code letters do not indicate the width of the zones. and the registration of three colours in the corona In, no healing oe Whether one coma la 

"predominant". 

(I) In double daffodils the code letterts) before the hyphen shall describe not only the perianth segments but also any mail perianth segments dicing of the 
same colour), even if they are interspersed with the corona al the centre of the flower; the code letter(s) following the hyphen chill dentribe the corona nr 
segments of die corona. Multiple letters before or after they hyphen shall in doubles as M all other daffodils indicate that there In more than ore etilmn from 
Outer zone to base of the perianth segments or from eye-cow 10 rim of the MOM or the segments of the corona. 

Noe, It a double daffodil is registered with more than one colour in the segments of the corona, the major are of colour shall determine the chairs in which it 
may he shown. For example, although they have yellow in the corona segments. cultivars registered 4 Y-YOR may he shown in a clays reigniting those 
which are 4 Y-0 or 4 Y-R. 

DIVISION I TRUMPET DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
One flower to a stem: corona ("trumpet - las long as, or longer than the perianth segments ("petals•). 

DIVISION 2- LARGE•CUPPED DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
One flower to a stem: corona ("cup'") more than one-third, but less than equal to the length of Me perianth segments ("petals"). 

DIVISION 3 - SMALloCUPPED DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
One flower to a stem: corona ("eap") not more than one-third the length of the perianths segments ( -petals"). 

DIVISION 4 - DOUBLE DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
One or more Dowers to a stem, with douhling of the perianth segments or the corona no troth. 

DIVISION 5 - TRIANDRUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Characteristics of N. triandrus clearly evident. usually two sr more pendent 'lowers to a stem perianth segments refIcaed. 

DIVISION 6 - CYCLAMINEUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Characteristics of N. cyclantineus clearly evident, one flower to a stem; perianth segments significantly reflesinl. flower al an or Mr angle it, the mein with a wry 
short pedicel ("neck"). 

DIVISION 7 - JONQUILLA. AND APODANTRUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Characteristic, of Sections lonquilla or Apodanthi clearly evident: one to five (rarely eightl flowers to an stein: pet ninth segments spiv:0111g 01 lellex01. mina cup-
shaped, funnel-shaped or flared, usually wider than long; flowers usually fragrant. 

DIVISION 13 TAZETTA DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Characteristics of Section Tozettac clearly evident. usually three to twenty flowers to A viral Meal: perianth sem omit, vi•urlinp. nil t•l ',tell; Move, usually 
fragrant. 

DIVISION 9 • POETICUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Characteristics of the N. poencus group: usually one flower to a stem: perianth segments pure white, cooina urns .hart m doe .hoped, orall y with a green 
yellow centre and a red nos, but sometimes of a single colour. flowers usually fragrant. 

DIVISION 10- BULBOCODIUM DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Characteristics of Section BulbocoMum clearly evident: usually one flower to a stem. perianth segments u,slg it u nit I ■011L101  Nall the .km11141E11 totolla; anthers 
dorsifixed (i.e. attached more or Less centrally to the filament); filament and style usually curved 

DIVISION /1 - SPLIT-CORONA DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Corona split - mushy for more than half its length 

a) Colour Daffodils 
Split-corona daffodils with the corona segments opposite the pm 	 the colons segments mouthy in two whorls nr three 

la) Papillen Daffodils 
Split-corona daffodils with the Mena segments ahernute In the pet midi seamen!, the voltam 're lor 	 an'   alai* whoa of 

DIVISION 12 - OTHER DAFFODIL CULTIVARS 
Daffodil cultivors which do not lit the definition of any other division 

DIVISION 13 - DAFFODILS DISTINGUISHED SOLELV BY BOTANICAL. NAME 



e.g. e.g. 
Finchcocks 
Desert Storm 
Lennymore 

e.g. 
Brindle Pink 
Oregon Pioneer 
Spring Morn 

e.g. 
Badbury Rings 
Moon Ranger 
Triple Crown 

e.g. 
Boslowick 
Max 
Tiritomba 

e.g. 
Campion 
Green Park 
Kamau 

Trumpet 
Daffodils 

1Y-Y 	1W-Y 	1 -W 

ouble, 
riandrus 
yelamineu 
affodils 

congaing', 
azetta, 
oeticus 
plit Coron 
affodils 

Cire1•11 In the eye-/IIIII. IN normally only visible from the idt c Lee 	not in profile as illustrated above. 

e.g. 
Gin and Lime 
Lighthouse Reef 
Trumpet Warrior 

Large 
Cupped 
Daffodils 

mall 
Cupped 
I  affodils 

e.g. 
Irish Linen 
Silver Crystal 
Silverwood 

II 
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